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CHAPTER 1
IHTRODUCTIOH

This volume, Part 2 of Volume 2 of the Final Report on the Survey of the
San Prancisoo River Basin, outlines the program, techniques and norms adopted
for the semi-detailed mapping carried out in the period 1.3.1962 to 30.6.1963»
The areas mapped are those seleoted as a result of the reoonnaissanoe survey
described in Part 1 of Volume 2.
In addition, the volume contains certain complementary pedological information common to the irrigable areas.
Further, the possibility and means of implementing suggestions arising
from the conclusions reached are discussed here.
Finally, Part 2 serves as a referenoe work for the short reports on
individual mapped areas, and in it the program of work accomplished is set out
in tabular form.
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CHAPTER 2
PROGRAM, METHODS AND STORMS (Maps 1 and 2 )

A.

Program
1«

Detailed surveys for looating the experimental stations
Area do Morro da Favela
Area da Fazenda Mandaoaru
Area Barra do Bebedouro

1,850 ha
375 ha
300 ha

scale 1810,000
scale 1210,000
scale Is 5,000

Very detailed surveys of the experimental ctation3
'a)
t b)

"Mondaoaru" station
"Bebedouro" station

40 ha
50 ha

reale 1% 2,500

s c a l e 18 2,500

S<yai-detailed s o i l surveys of p o t e n t i a l l y i r r i f t c b l o a r e a s
^a.)
b^
} c)
fdj
)

PB
PA
CH
CB
CE

area
area
area
area
area

6,600
55,550
22,000
18,000

ha
ha
ha
ha

10,000 ha

scale
scale
scale
scale
scale

ls25,000
1J 25,000
1:25,000
Is25,000
1?25,000

So-ni-dotailod land classification survays of potentially
irritable arca3
(a)

Areas PA, PB, PD, PE,
PG, BA, BB, BC, CC
grumusols plateau and
periphory

378,550 ha

scale 1:50,000

Map 1 shows the areas whioh the reoonnaissance survey indicated as having
some potential for irrigation (considering only 3oils, not cltitude or other
factors)«
The revised plan of operations stated that "surveys and studies
during the 12-month extension shall bo United to the area3, roughly 300,000 ha,
found suitable during the reconnaissance surveys, and their scopo gauged so as
to obtain, in the time allowed, the essential and basic information required to
permit a valid appraisal of the development potential",,
This involved "semidetailed soil surveys, for the purpose of defining the extent and looation of
the areas judged most suitable for irrigation development and to provide
information to evaluate the production potential of these soils and their
reaotiono to irrigation"»
The areas selected are heterogeneous associations of good and bad soils,
most of them entirely uncultivated«
To evaluate their production potential
it was therefore essential to select and establish first experimental stations
on representative a^eas of the best soils.
To define the extent and looation
of the soils9semi-detailed surveys were made, partly with fall field work and
partly relying on air-photo interpretation«,

41°

40°

39°

Map.
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B.

The Experimental Stations
1.

ühoioe of soil for experiments
Not all the types of soils could be tested so it was first neoessary to
decide on thoBe to work with.
The alluvial strips were ignored as they
are very narrow, with topographical and flooding difficulties, and have
already been studied on several existing stations.
The non-oalcio brown
soils were relegated to a later stage as they are very heterogeneous, with
insufficient depth and difficult topography, and beoause of the uncertainty
as to how they will be affeoted by the proposed Xtaparioa dam.
Priority was therefore given to the latosol soils and grumusols, which
have deep soils on wide surfaoes.
In each case the presumed most productive
major deep soil was seleoted for trial, leaving the assooiated less promising
irrigable soils to be studied later when the results from the first warrant
it.
These two key soil units are therefore only partly representative, but
some extrapolations should be possible for a first estimation of the eoonomlo
feasibility.
The two major units are rather wide and inolude several variations,
which oaused some difficulty in seleoting a homogeneous and representative
area.
Therefore the two or three main variants of the two units were
ohosen for study to oover the range of problems and to get reliable experimental results.

2.

Choioe of sites for stations
The seleotion of a site for the stations was limited to areas of
representative soils olose to the river to make the pumping distanoe short.
At first,for the grumusols,a station of about
the looality of Morro da Favela, but when the plan
revised it was possible to find the required 50 ha
isolated patch of grumusols near Pazenda Mandaoaru
the river.

200 ha was sought in
of operations was
of suitable land in an
whioh is muoh nearer

For the latosols,a 2 km strip along the river east of Petrolina was
explored by study of air photographs and in the field.
The Sebedouro site
was seleoted as having favourable soils nearest to the river.
The soil studies were made in two stages* first, a detailed survey
(soale Ii5,000 or 1 I 1 0 , 0 0 0 ) of several hundred heotares for the seleotion of
the site} secondly, a very detailed survey (soale 1:2,500) of the chosen
land to verify the homogeneity of the plots and modify their boundaries if
neoessary, while at the same time getting complementary information on soil
oonditions.
The techniques used were similar to those given in the US Soil Survey
Manual and are desoribed in some detail in the reports on the stations.
Photo-analysis was of slight value for this work.
The field work was done
on a network of out lines and the boundaries ohaoked between them.
The
legend was expanded to the level of the series and sub-series and very fine
distinctions were made in the very detailed survey.

The Semi-Detailed Mapping
The units defined during the reconnaissance survey were used (with some
modifications and additions) but, instead of being mapped as associations, they
were mapped separately or, where the heterogeneity was too great, as oomplexes
of soils with the same irrigation potential.
The limits surveyed were not exaotly the same as shown on the reoonnaissanoe
map beoause, for engineering reasons, some area3 were eliminated or limited to
below a certain height, while it was possible in other cases to inolude a little
additional irrigable soil by extending some of the areas.
An order of priority of studies was worked out in collaboration with other
seotions of the team.
Three group3 were separated.
First oame the key zones
which were given a detailed survey with many observations in the field and
analysis of many samples.
About 50>000 ha on the grumusols and 60,000 on the
latosols were oovered (areas CH, CB, CE, PA and P B ) .
The zones of second priority were studied essentially by photo-interpretation,
with rapid field oontrol, based on experience in mapping the first areas and
observations made during the reoonnaissanoe.
In this way the irrigable areas
oould be separated with sufficient precision for tho preliminary engineering
studies and for a general economic appraisal (areas CF, CG, BA, BB, BC, PD, PE,
PG).
The remaining land inoludes those areas very inaccessible to water supply
or having rather poor soil rosouroes, or whose development depends on decisions
not yet taken on the use of water in the whole valley.
The complete semi-detailed surveys followed the norms of the Soil Survey
Manual.
Preliminary maps were prepared by photo—analysis and those were controlled and modified in the field by many observations.
Lines wore cut and
plotted on the maps when the laok of reference points made it necessary.
The
basic material used was topographio maps and air photographs on the scale of
1:25,000.
Samples were taken for analysis from representative profiles, and for pH
and EC determination from many others, to control the soil identification and
looalize any zones suffering from salinity or alkalinity.
In the second priority areas the soil3 were recognized by their aspeot on
the photo3.
The difficulty of distinguishing some of the soil unit3 by this
means was overcome by grouping theai into irrigation olasses and by field
checking.
The Land Classes for Irrigation (see table, page 37)
The conclusion of the work was the production of maps showing land olasses
for irrigation.
The scale of 1:50,000 was chosen at the request of the
engineers.
The sketch-master was used for the reduotion from the 1:25,000 soale. These
maps were made because they are more clear and more easily interpreted than soil
maps and provide the essential information required for preliminary engineering
design and economic appraisal.
In addition, while it is not always possible to
be oertain of individual soil units by photo interpretation, the land olass in
the projeot area oould be mapped with confidence.
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The system of classification described in the U.S. Department of .Agriculture
Bureau of Reclamation Manual, Vol. 5 °Q Irrigated Land Use, was used in a modified form.
Of the basic factors for this classification, climate and quality of
the water are stable.
Size and shape of the areas, position of the land,
altitude and distance from the river were not taken into consideration because,
although of great importance, they are best examined by engineering studies.
This leaves the productive oapacity and the cost of establishing and maintaining
irrigated agrioulture as the features on which the olassifioation is based as
very few exaot data are available, the soils being mostly uncultivated.
The
classification is therefore tentative and provisional.
The land classification is based mainly on soil characteristics, in particular depth, texture and structure, slope, stoniness and rockiness, and salinity
and alkalinity.
During the full semi-detailed survey the individual soils, or
complexes of soils, were mapped.
The classification was applied to these mapping
units.
The areas of individual soils of equal value, and with only minor
inclusions of other soils, were grouped together.
The complexes were rated
aooording to the value and proportions of the soils oomposing them.
These groupings formed distinct naturally occurring tracts of land of definite irrigation
potential which could be reoognized on the photographs.
So, by extrapolation,
land classification maps of all the other areas could quickly be made by photo
interpretation.
The accuracy was cheoked rapidly in the field.
1.

Differentiation of classes
Six olasses are distinguished by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and
their application in the region is described below.
Class I»
Highly suitable for irrigation.
Land oapable of producing
sustained high yields of a wide range of crops at reasonable oost.
Smooth
lying, deep soils of medium to fairly fine texture, having good drainage,
yet good water-holding capacity; free from salts and alkali.
No such land is recognized in the area.
Small parts of the alluvial
soils oome closest to meeting these conditions.
Class lit Moderately suitable for irrigation.
Lower productivity;
narrower range of crops; more costly to farm.
May have lower waterholding capacity beoause of light texture; less permeability because of
heavy texture or penetrable hardpan; moderate salinity; uneven surface,
short slopes, loose rock or woody vegetation.
There are four types of Class II land in the areat
-

The Class II grumusole have favourable topography, water-holding
oapaoity, exchange oapacity, and open vegetation.
They have
unfavourable very heavy texture, low fertility and have some
inclusions of rooky land.

-

The peripheral deep non-oaloio brown soils (2x) have favourable
water—holding and exchange capacities, but less favourable topography, and are associated with some shallow soils.

-

The Class II latosol areas have smooth topography and deep or
moderately deep soils, which are of light surface texture, aoid
and of low fertility, and have inclusions of shallow, stony or
indurated soils.

-

Some of the alluvial soils which are smooth lying, relatively veil
drained, and of medium texture, are in Class II.
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Class U l i Marginal for irrigationf
soil, topography or drainage.

more extreme deficiencies in

The Class III areas of grumusols and associated non-oaloio brown soils
are more heterogeneous.
The soils are of low fertility and heavy texture
and in addition are only moderately deep, or on unfavourable topography with
some erosion, and are mingled with rocky stony and shallow soils.
The Class III latosolic areas likewise tend to have more of the
moderately deep soils and of inclusions of shallow stony soils.
The alluvial areas (marked Class 3 dtk) are very heterogeneous areas
with some deep soils but with uneven topography and some ill-drained,
saline, shallow and eroded soils.
They incorporate the wider alluvium of
the larger tributaries.
Class IV:
Limited suitability for irrigation} soils irrigable for
speoial uses only, or after speoial treatment to oorreot a speoifio exoessive
deficiency.
Ho such soils are distinguished by the semi-detailed survey.
More
detailed survey might separate suoh areas - for/example, ill-drained
depressions whioh. have deep soils and may be used for oertain orops.
Class Vt
Temporary undetermined suitability; land whioh is nonirrigable unless speoial investigations show that orop production, and
reclamation where necessary, is economically feasible.
These lands inolude in the latosolic region the very sandy regosols
whioh are deep and smooth-lying but have a low water-holding oapaoity and
are aoid and infertile.
Of more widespread importance are the soils of the
depressions whioh are moderately deep, of light or medium texture over
reversibly-cemented layers, and intermingled with shallow and stony soils.
On the grumusols plateau it inoludes areas with a large proportion of
solodizod solonetz soils and in the peripheral zone very heterogeneous areas
with intermingled shallow, moderately deep and deep soils, and some areas of
stony moderately deep soil.
This class is normally lumped with Class 6 in semi-detailed survey,
but when the size and shape of the area and the oolleoted soil information
warrant it, it is separated.*
Class Vit

Permanent non-irrigable land.

This includes mountains, rocky land, stony soils, very shallow soils
and shallow sands, many of which have steep slopes and severe erosion.
2.

Sub-division of glasses
Except for the alluvial soils, oalled Class 3 dtk (i.e. with drainage,
topography and salinity problems) no sub-divisions of the main classes are
distinguished.
Some land olasses were given a suffix to distinguish
different natural conditions.
The sub-classes can be defined when the
signifioanoe of conditions have been made clearer by orop trials and when
detailed surveys are begun.

The non-oaloio brown areas (PJ, PK, BD, BE) which were not considered in
detailed surveys, are also included in Class V (see Chapter 6 ) .
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CHAPTER 3
REFERENCE LIST OF SOIL TOUTS RECOGNIZED

A.

Latoaol and Associated Soils (Natural Region 2)
1.

2.

37 Grouping
37 A

Deep soils with "brownish ooarse-textured surfaoe over reddish
yellowish, medium to fine textured, aoid sub-soils, with no concretionary or stony layers within 150 om of the surfaoe, but sometimes reversible cemented layers.
This soil is divided on the
basis of texture and mottling in the following way.

37 AA

Deep, pale reddish yellowish soils, with sandy surfaoe gradually
or diffusely ohanging to sandy loam, porous and friable, very aoid
below surfaoe.
No induration or mottling within about 150 om of
the surfaoe.

37 AB

Deep, reddish yellowish soils, with sandy
to sandy loam or heavy sandy loam, porous
below surface.
Not indurated within 150
mottling appears between 50 and 150 om of

37 BB

Deep, reddish yellowish soils.
The sandy surfaoe has a d e a r
boundary with the sandy d a y loam or sandy olay sub-soils. Weak
sub-angular blocky structure, weak ooatings.
Prominent reddish
mottling below 50 cm ohanging to reddish yellowish and grayish
mottling.
Very aoid below surfaoe.
Not strongly indurated within
150 cm of the surface.

37 BC

Deep, reddish yellowish soils, with sandy surface ohanging with a
olear or abrupt boundary to sandy olay loam or sandy olay.
Weak
sub-angular blooky structure, weak ooatings, very acid below surfaoe
but with increase in pH with depth.
Prominent reddish, yellowish
and grayish mottling and strong induration within 100 or 150 om of
the surfaoe.

surfaoe changing gradually
and friable, very aoid
cm.
Prominent reddish
the surfaoe.

27 Grouping
27 SBC

Shallow soils, with a layer of gravel and iron oonoretions within
50 om of the surfaoe and often outoropping.
The gravelly layer
is underlaid by decomposed bedrook whioh may be within 150 om of
the surfaoe.

27 SC

Similar to 27'SBC but in a low lying part of the topography suoh
as near a riacho or lagoa, and so with some alluvial and hydro«
morphio characteristics.

27 A

Moderately-deep and deep, reddish yellowish soils with sandy
surfaces over sandy loam, sandy olay loam or sandy olay subsoils,
and a layer of iron oonoretions and gravel within 150 om of surfaoe9
underlaid by metamorphio rook.
Very aoid below surfaoe. Mottling
usually present above the stony layer.
This soil is divided up
on the basis of depth to stony layer and texture of upper soil as
follows.
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3.

B.

27 AA

Stony layer below 100 cm) upper layers are light and medium
textured, pale in colour and with weak structure.

27 AB

Similar to 27 AA but with stony layer at less than 100 om depth.

27 BA

Stony layer below 100 on»} the upper layers are light-textured at
the surface over fine-textured layer within 50 cm of the surface.
The colour is reddish or brownish yellow and the structure is subangular blooky.

27 BB

Similar to 27 BA but stony layer within 100 cm of the surfaoe.

40 Grouping
227 A

Moderately deep to shallow,pale brown, aoid, ooarse-textured soil«
over layers of iron oonoretions or gravel, strongly oemented by
iron and silioa.
Deep variants may be found.
\

40 B

Moderately deep, very pale brownish or grayish, almost white,
loose sands over stony layers and hard rock.
Aoid.
May be
slightly mottled in lower layers.

40 A

As 40 B but with more than 100 cm of sand above the stony layer.
A thin and weak cemented horizon may exist.

17 CD.

Undifferentiated very shallow and shallow (-50 om) soils over rook.

23

Moderately deep,pale brownish, ooarse or medium-textured soils with
abrupt transition to thick strongly indurated grayish ooarse,
medium or fine-textured layers usually occurring on the low-lying
parts of the topography.

23 A

Moderately deep, very pale brownish or grayish, almost white, acid
friable sand or loamy sand, with abrupt transition to thiok strongly
indurated grayish layor of light texture, usually with high pH.

23 AB

Moderately deep,pale brownish, mottlod, aoid, friable, sands or
loamy sands with abrupt transition to thick strongly indurated
grayish layer of light texture with high pH.

23 B

Moderately deep, pale yellowish or brownish, mottled, aoid loamy
sands or sandy loams with abrupt transition to thick strongly
indurated grayish layer or heavy texture (finer than heavy sandy
loam) (high pH).

23 C

Moderately deep,yellowish brown or reddish, medium or heavytextured soil over strongly indurated heavy-textured grayish layer
(abrupt transition)»
Formed by accumulation of material from
upper slopes.

Solodized Solonetzio and Non-Calcdo Brown Soils
35 B

Moderately deep to shallow soils with thin pale brownish or grayish,
aoid ooarse-textured surfaoe layer overlying mottled oompaot,
alkaline, usually columnar and indurated, grayish clayey subsoils.
Between first and seoond layers there is usually a thin whitish
layer (oalled 35 AB in the reoonnaissanoe survey).
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0.

D.

35 Aa

Deep soil with thin grayish aold ooarse to medium-textured surfaoe
layer overlying mottled, oompaot, alkaline usually oolumnar or
angular blooky indurated grayish heavy olay subsoil.
Between first
and seoond layer there is usually a thin whitish layer*
Usually
assooiated with grumusols.

35 Ab

Deep soils with brownish aoid ooarse-textured surfaoe layer overlying mottled oompaot alkaline, usually oolumnar and indurated
sandy olay subsoil over rook.
Between first and seoond layer there
is usually a thin whitish layer.
Usually assooiated with 58A 37 BC soils.

22 B

Moderately deep soils, with thin brownish medium-textured aoid
surfaoe layers with abrupt transition to reddish brown finetextured neutral angular blooky subsoils, with the lower layers
usually oaloareous or rarely alkaline, merging to hard rook.

Regosol Soils (Natural Regions 1, 5 and 2)
10 A

Deep, light grayish, loose quartz sands.

20 A

Deep, yellowish brownish, loose sands and loamy sands.
very aoid below surfaoe.

20 B

Deep, yellowish brownish,
mottling below 100 cm and
below 150 om.
Herges to
texture and loose or only

Usually

loose sands and loamy sands, with distlnot
sometimes induration or finer texture
37 AA, but may be distinguished by ooarser
slightly hard oonsistenoy.

Orumusols and Associated Soils (Natural Region 3)
1.

51 A Grouping
51 A

Deep oaloareous swelling and oraoking olive brownish to grayish
clays, divided as follows.

52

Deep, olive brown, oaloareous, swelling and oraoking self-mulohlng
d a y s , with up to about 20 om of surfaoe layer of strong granular
structure.
Subsoil with moderate to strong angular blocky structure.
Weak gilgal mioro-relief in form of many small hollows and many
oracks.

53

Deep, olive brown, calcareous, swelling and oraoking massive olaya,
with non-granular surfaoe layer which is oompaot and may have a
sand crust and fine gravel . on the surfaoe.
Lower layers more
oompaot than 52.
Weak gilgal mioro-relief with larger but fewer
hollows and oraoks.

54

Deep, moderately deep or shallow olive brown olay with many rook
outcrops of boulders and rooks.
This is the 17 A soil desoribed
in the reoonnaissanoe survey (see Part l ) .

55

Deep, dark grayish, oaloareous, swelling and cracking d a y s , with
strong oompaotion in surfaoe soil, sometimes with sand and gravel
on the surfaoe.

50 B

Moderately deep, oaloareous, swelling and oraoking d a y s over limestone, without outorops,on nearly flat topography.
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2.

3.

B.

50C

Shallow oaloareous, swelling and oraoking olays over limestone without outorops, on nearly flat topography.

49

Moderately deep, dark reddish 'brownish, fine-textured soils with a
porous massive to weak angular blooky structure in the surface horizon and a strong angular hlooky to prismatic (cubic) structure in
the subsoil over decayed basic rook (limestone, pyroxenite) usually
present at the oontaot with the underlying rook.

57 Qrouping
57 B

Shallow or very shallow, yellowish reddish, medium to fine-textured
usually oaloareous soils over limestone.

57 A

Moderately deep yellowish to reddish, medium to fine-textured soil
with massive porous to fine sub-angular blocky structure. Eorison
limits are gradual - exoept for the rook, whioh is hard limestone.

56 A

Shallow or moderately deep, dark grayish brownish, medium to finetextured soils, with crumby struoture, oaloareous and often with
fragments of limestone in the profile, over limestone.

58 Grouping
58 A

Deep, yellowish brownish soils with slightly aoid medium to finetextured surfaces over fine-textured subsoils with gradual to olear
transitions.
Struoture sub-angular to angular blooky.
pH and
compaction inorease with depth.
Often oaloareous in lower horizons*
May overlie a layer of stones below 150 cm.
Besides this oantral
concept the following transitions occur.

58 Aa

Beep, yellowish brown soil with sandy olay loam to sandy olay
surface over olay subsoil, with coarse angular blooky struoture,
sliokensides and lime conoretions.
Usually assooiated with 51 A
soils.

58 Ab

Deep, reddish yellowish soils with sandy loam surface over sandy
olay loam to sandy olay subsoil, with porous massive to weak subangular blocky struoture, usually with few soft iron concretions.
Usually assooiated with 37 A soils.

58 B

Moderately deep, yellowish to reddish brownish soils having medium
to fine-textured surfaoe horizon with olear transition to finetextured subsoil.
Struoture is weak fine sub-angular blooky on
the surfaoe and moderate medium angular blooky in the subsoil the soil may overlie metamorphio rock or stoneline.

58 BD

Similar to 58 A but with erosion problems.
Occur in gullied areas.
More prismatio struoture and many black oonoretions.

Alluvial Soils
1. • 1-7 grouping (Sao Francisoo alluvium)
and. 0 grouping (Riaoho alluvium)
1 A

Deep brownish, fine-textured alluvium.
begins within 50 om of the surfaoe.

Usually grayish mottling
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1 Ad

Deep brownish, fine-textured alluvium in ill-drained plaoes.
Surface strongly oraoked, mottling usually to the surface, swamp
vegetation.

1 aA

Saline form of 1 A.

1 aid

Saline form of 1 Ad (unless all 1 Ad soils are saline).

7 A

Brownish medium and ooarse-textured alluvium, sometimes mottled*

7 aA

Saline form of 7A.

5 A

Deep, dark grayish or olive, alluvial d a y s of grumusolio type.
Craoking, sliokenaid.es, oaloareous layers, gilgai, and mottling
may be present.

5 B

Similar to 5 A but with a thiok layer of sand appearing at 100—
150 om.

2.

6 A

Deep brownish medium and ooarse-textured alluvium.

6 aA

Saline form of 6 A.

6 B

Deep brownish or g r a y i s h , f i n e - t e x t u r e d alluvium.

6 aB

Saline form of 6 B.

41 Grouping (Lagoas)
41 A
Undifferentiated olayey soils of the intermittent lakes ("lagoas").
(Usually assooiated with 35 AB, 37 AB and 27 SC.)

For detailed descriptions and laboratory data characterizing these soil
units see reports in Chapter 9 and Appendix and the files of the Orupo de
Irrigacäo do Säo Franoisoo.
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CHAPTER 4
IRRIGATION POTENTIAL OF SOILS OF THE LATOSOL AREAS (Fig. 1)

A.

Qeneral
The areas of iatosol soils on whioh semi-detailed mapping has been done
total 193,700 ha.
These are the zones oalled PA, PB, PD, PE and PO on the
Pernambuoo bank, and BA, BB and BO on the Bahia side.
PA and PB (62,150 ha)
were given oomplete semi-detailed surveys (map scale lf25,000).
The remainder
were studied by photo interpretation with the aim of classifying the land capability on the basis of previously acquired experience and with control by rapid
field ohecking (map scale 1«50,000).
Detailed surveys on a scale of It2,500 for the experimental station oovered
50 ha whioh were chosen after a survey of 300 ha of representative land. These
detailed and semi-detailed surveys allow a better understanding of the features
whioh oharaoterize these zones and oontrol their development potential.
These zones oorrespond to the remains of a former depositional plain of
the Rio Sao Franoisco and its tributaries.
This plain was built up after a
period of erosion of a laterized land surface.
The plain is not continuous,
the stability and resistanoe of the basement having served to confine it to
patches jn between the mountainous places and the remains of the laterized surfaoe.
Subsequently erosion has locally reduoed the amount and increased the fragmentation of the surfaces available for irrigation.
The laying down of the deposits took plaoe in two main phases.
First, the
spreading of coarse material (quartz gravel and iron conoretions) on the denuded
metamorphio basement or on truncated lateritio soils.
Then, after a renewal of
erosion whioh gullied this first deposit, there followed the deposition of a
sandy and loamy mantle probably derived as a produot of erosion from soils
developed under the previous more humid olimates. The multiple network of ohannela
of this ancient flood plain has not been greatly altered during later olimatio
oscillations.
The increased aridity of the climate and the permeability of the
deposits has inhibited the development of a mature drainage system.
There are
numerous Intermittent lakes with weathered rock in their bottoms.
They are
imperfeotly joined between themselves and to the Rio Sao Francisco by valleys of
slight and irregular slope and unoertain direotion.
These oonditions determine the problems of the soils and drainage of these
regions.

B.

The Soils
In these areas two situations with different potentialities and problems
can be distinguished.

For more details refer to the Reoonnaissanoe Survey Report on Natural
Region 2, Association 2-1 and 2-2 in Part 1 of this volume.
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On the interfluves (i.e. the uplands) the value of the soils is conditioned
above all by the texture and thickness of the mantle whioh covers the gravelly
and oonoretionary layers of the first deposit laid down on the rook.
The thickness varies from 0 to 6 om and the texture from sand to sandy clay loam, with
these variations showing a heterogeneity which is typical of alluvium and
oolluvium.
In the thalwegs and depressions the limiting faotor is naturally drainage,
the importance of whioh is shown by the presenoe of indurated or strongly
mottled horizons and of clayey layers, more or less thiokly covered with sand.
These are locally alkali or saline.
1.

Potential of the uplands
The best oonditions are offered by the 37A soils, in which the mantle
is thickest.
This wide unit defined during the reoonnaissanoe survey now
reveals three prinoipal variants, whioh are at present the objeot of
experiments.
The 37AA soils are the most sandy (75-90 percent sand) and generally
the most aoid (pH often below 5 even at the surface) and most desaturated
(30-50 percent).
This sort of soil, whioh occurs generally near the
river and the zones of regosols (10A and 20A), is the most difficult to
irrigate by gravity and requires the largest doses of amendments and fertilizers.
The 37BB soils are olearly more clayey at depth (20-40 percent), a
little less acid (pH above 5)> and the exchange complex is more than
50 peroent saturated.
These soils are- the most favourable for irrigated
cultivation in spite of a tendency to have slightly indurated layers below
150 cm.
The 37AB soils are intergrades between the preoeding two.
to oover muoh the widest area.

It appears

The 27A soils are the next most favourable for irrigation.
They are
very similar to the 37A soils and have homologous variants, but differ
in the depth at which the gravelly and concretionary layer appears.
It
oocurs below 150 cm in the 37A soils and generally below 3 m, but in the
27A soils is enoountercd between 50 and 150 cm.
The soils are divided
according to the depth of this horizon but the variation is suoh that it
is often difficult in the field to separate the less deep variants (27AB
and 27BB) from the deep ones (27AA and 27BA).
However, the more sandy
soils (27AA and 27AB), similar to 37AA, are relatively easy to distinguish
from the more olayey (and redder) one (27BA and 27BB).
The latter are
notably more common in the PB, BA and BB areas.
This ensemble of soils 37A and 27A are closely associated and
aocordingly present many other points in oommon as regards their analysis
in the laboratory (see Appendix).
They both have a low exchange oapaoily
due to the kaolinitio nature of the clay.
Exchangable oations saturation
and pH, though variable, are relatively low (considering the dry climate).
However, the texture, though very light in the topsoil, is favourable for
irrigation and cultivation.
These soils under natural oonditions have a
low fertility status but this may be improved by repeated light fertilization
and other amendments (e.g. liming, green manuring, marling).
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In the absence of any complete experimental results the exaot significance for irrigation of these various soils is not known. ' As they are all
olosely associated it is not possible to map them exoept on the basis of a
large number of observed profiles (as it was for the detailed survey for
the station).
These distinctions were made principally in view of future
detailed mapping of development areas after a more preoise idea of their
ratings has been obtained by experimentation.
However, for estimating the potential for irrigation of the major areas»
two oases are distinguished for semi-detailed land olass mapping.
In Class 2 are inoluded the areas where the dominant soils are 37A and
the deep 27A.
They have the advantage of deep stoneless soils on flat,
uneroded surfaoes.
The chief limitations are their very ooarse surface
texture and their low fertility status;
seoondarily, and locally, drainage
problems may occur.
In Class 3 are included those areas where the depth of the gravelly
layer varies between $0 and 150 cm, though with some inolusions of 37A soils
and some small occurrences of 27SBC soils where the gravelly layer is less
than 50 cm from the surfaoe or even outcrops.
These zones have reduoed
possibilities because of the restrioted depth of produotive soil and the
problems of drainage oaused by the compact layer, particularly where it is
highly oonoretioriary or indurated.
In the same upland position on the topography as the 37A and 27A soils
there are areas with almost pure sands.
These also show variations in
depth above the gravelly layer and rook.
Such are the units 10A and 20A
and B (deep fine sands always oocurring near the river) and 40A (which are
moderately deep ooarse sands often associated with rock outcrops).
These
are briefly desoribed above and their charaoteristios are given in more
detail in the reconnaissance report.
The soils have the physical and
ohemical properties summarized in the table.
They have a very low oontent
of bases and are partly desaturated and generally aoid.
Their fertility
status is very low and the possibility of improvement reduced.
The possibility of economically irrigating these sands would need to
be determined by experimentation.
They are now olassed as non-irrigable,
a olassifioation whioh seems unlikely to be ohanged in the oase of the 4OA
soils (Class 6 land).
The results of trials on the light 37AA soils will
at onoe provide information on the possibility of extending irrigation to
even sandier soils suoh as 20B, 20A and 10A (provisionally put into
Class 5 land).
Finally, parts of the uplands are oooupied by very shallow soils over
bed rock (17CD) or gravelly and oonoretidnary layers (27SBC).
The rook
outorops in places and the gravelly layer over very wide areas.
These
areas are non-irrigable (Class 6 land).
Potential of the depressions and thalwegs
Three principal oases can be distinguished.
The most extensive is
where at least a moderate depth of soil material is derived from the sandy
mantle.
In the smaller drainage lines 37BC soils develop on deep but
mottled and compact mantle material.
In the wider valleys leaohed sandy
or light loamy oolluvium overlies either indurated sandy material (23A and
23AB) or else d a y derived from weathered rook, in situ or transported (23B).
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The surfaoe sandy material is usually very aoid but the indurated or olayey
layers are alkaline and usually rioh in sodium.
Rarely the sandy material
is deep and not indurated (40B).
Sometimes this material overlies the
gravel and conoretionary layer whioh, in these oonditions, is indurated by
iron (227A).
These soils must be put into Class 5 land.
Seoondly is the oase where the sandy oolluvium is shallow or nonexistent.
If it is underlain by the gravelly layer, the 27SC soil results?
if by hard rook, 17CD soils or rook outorops ooour.
Where a thin sandy
surface layer is underlain by olayey material (derived from weathered rook
material sometimes transported) the soil formed is 35B whioh is normally
rather alkali. Where the rock is decomposed more deeply in wet plaoes
(lagoas) there are deep olayey soils (41A).
This last soil may have speoial
uses and the 35B soils may be reolamable but the first soils are non-irrigable.
Of minor importance is the presence in the larger valleys of deep
alluvial soils of medium or coarse texture (6A), sometimes salinized (6aA).
They oocur in such narrow bands along the stream courses that they are
inoluded with the Class 5 land though some at least are oertainly irrigable.
These soils are usually very muoh intermingled with one another and
this in itself is a hindrance to their development.
For land classification the better parts of these low lying plaoes are
put in Class 5 where full semi-detailed survey has allowed the identification
of the various soils present.
The whole is put in Class 6 when the mapping
was done by photo interpretation, with only quick checking in the field, for
the use of the engineers in making preliminary project studies.
The limitations of these areas, additional to the general low fertility, are the risk
of periodic waterlogging and flooding, and the presence of restricting hard
pans, sometimes saline or alkaline, or stony layers.
These areas which do not justify development for irrigation in the
present state of our knowledge, may be irrigated in parts where they lie
adjacent to good upland soils and if trials show that such irrigation is
economically feasible.
They would first need to be mapped in detail when
more information has been collected about their capabilities. In any case
they may need to be dealt with for regional drainage and flood control.
There may also exist possibilities of spreading flood water and excess irrigation water for improved pastures, or storing water for fish breeding.
Management Problems
1.

,

Distribution and extent of irrigable land
The region is characterized by a relatively small percentage of
irrigable land intermingled with non-irrigable areas.
The figures are
shown in the table. Our oriteria are severe and inolude in the irrigable
areas only those soils which seem to justify a development projeot.
As soon as a first zone begins to be irrigated it will be possible to
extend irrigation studies to the Class 5 (or 6) lands, and this is
desirable because the traots of good land are separated by valleys with
low grade soils.
Such extension needs to be preoeded by detailed surveys
owing to the presence of stony and rooky soils.
On the other hand, if the present experimental programme reveals that
the 37AA soils are marginal for irrigation, the possibilities of extension
will be very slight, and it may even be necessary to eliminate the 27A soils.
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Irrigation problems
The topography is much more complex than appears on the available topographio maps.
The general slope is broken by a network of anastomosed
depressions, and also by small buttes and streams.
This may neoessitate
additional engineering expenditure to overcome the irregularities.
These
conditions are particularly marked in areas PA, PE, BA and BB.
The soils have a rather low water holding oapaoity and it will be neoessary to plan for frequent waterings, either by gravity or sprinkler. The
high surfaoe infiltration is favourable to sprinkler irrigation but the
productive oapaoity of these soils seems likely to be rather low in view of
the expense involved.
Digging canals will be costly where the gravelly layer or rook is
enoountered, but easy in the 37A and 20A soils.
Lining of canals may be
neoessary to avoid water losses.
Land preparation, reclamation and conservation
(*)

Clearing - Clearing the dense oaatinga is a very considerable undertaking.
It would be somewhat easier on the 20A soils whore the
vegetation is lower, and in tLe PA area where there are already
numerous clearings.
The vegetation oleared at Bebedouro Experimental Station is
very representative of conditions.

(ii)

Stone olearinfl - There are no surface stones which oannot be oleared
easily by the farmers.
Where the 3urfaoe is very stony the soils
are too stony throughout for use.

(iii) Levelling - The productivity of these soils may be greatly reduoed
by moving the topsoil, particularly where the depth above a stony
layer is diminished.
Most of the latosol soils only require slight
superficial levelling.
(iv)

Drainage - The best soils are on the highest lands.
However, the
presenoe at depth of a oompact gravelly layer underlaid by rook,
and the mottling and slight induration in the soils indioates possible
drainage problems.
They are particularly to be feared in the 27A
soils where local perched water tables may oocur above the more
slowly permeable layers, particularly if the induration inoreases
after irrigation.
Constant control by observation wells will be
neoessary.
The greatest problem may be regional drainage because the
numerous lakes and blind valleys will tend to oollect stagnant water
and unless the drainage is regularized aalinization will eventually
result all the quioker beoause of the high evaporation and in spite
of the exoellent quality of the irrigation water.
Suoh drainage
works may be oombined with reclamation of the depressional soils in
conjunction with subsoiling and deep ploughing to mix sandy and
olayey layers.
The possibility of sudden storm floods in these
small oatohments also requires study.
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(v)

D.

Erosion oontrol - The surfaoe coarse sand is not very subjeot to
blowing but it seems advisable to provide for regular wind breaks.
These soils would be susceptible to sheet and gulley erosion and
are very little eroded only because they are protected by the oaatinga
and are so flat and so permeable that run-off is slight.
It is
essential to take measures to oontrol erosion.

Conclusions and Hote on Further Studies
The possibilities of development depend entirely on the results of the
trials now beginning.
However, some general conclusions oan be drawn from a
study of the semi-detailed mapping on the relative value of the areas.
The eoonomios of irrigating the best soils in the complex although promising
are still in doubt, and the associated soils are deoidedly marginal.
Where the
J
latter cover a large proportion of an area,the possibility of cultivating them
conditions the feasibility of developing the whole perimeter.
In each zone the feasibility of irrigation depends therefore on the proportion
of good to marginal and unusable soils (see table) and on the distanoe from the
river and height above it.
The FB area, whioh is the site of the pilot projeot.offers the most favourable
conditions.
The PD and BA areas are similar but with more marginal and unusable
soils and greater dispersion of the good soils.
The areas stretching along
beside the river offer the opportunity to pump water in many plaoes aooording to
the size and shape of the areas to be covered.
This flexibility is at once much
reduced in areas separated from the river either by doubtful zones (FA) or
unusable land (BB and above all F0, BC and PE). These zones are not only distant
from the river but also higher and with a large proportion of marginal and poor
soils.
The feasibility of irrigating the first areas mentioned depends ohiefly on
the productivity of the best soils (37A and 27A) whioh are dominant; the yields
on these soils will determine the upper limit of pumping.
The other areas will
be more dependent on the feasibility of using the marginal soils.
This oan be
determined during the development of the better zones, but seems already very
doubtful.
Those conditions permit and justify a step-by-step approach to further
studies and for development.
The first stage is to ascertain the productivity
of the best soils 37A and the best techniques of maintaining and improving it
(especially fertilization, watering, drainage and cropping).
The experimental
program should be aooompanied by periodic observation, sampling and analysis of
the soils to follow the ohanges under irrigation.
The second stage to be undertaken, if the first one justifies it, is the
development of a pilot area (FB) with the additional problem of large-scale
operation, and the possibility of trials on the Class 5 land.
Suoh development
should be preceded by detailed survey based on the information from the field
experiments«
The suooess of the seoond stage will open the door to the development of
other areas.
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CHAPTER 5
IRRIGATION POTENTIAL OF SOILS OF THE QHDMPSOL AREAS ( P i g s . 2 and 3 )

General
Semi-detailed surveys have been made of the limestone plateau with its
grumusols and the surrounding zones, with some deep soils, aoross whioh water
oould be brought to the plateau.
Altogether 184,850 ha were studied between
the river at 350 m above sea level and an altitude of 500 m in the south. The
aooess zones and the contiguous grumusol areas were given a oomplete semidetailed survey.
These are the areas CH, CB and CE (see map) totalling about
50,000 ha.
The rest was mapped by photo interpretation with rapid field
oheoking, simply for land olassifioation for irrigation.
Referenoe may be made to the reconnaissanoe report (see Part 1 ) , seotion
on natural Region 3, for a general description of these zones.
Additional
remarks are provided here oonceming natural conditions whioh affeot the
irrigation potential.
On the sub-horizontal limestone plateau grumusols were developed very long
ago.
During the suooeeding olimatio cycles, these soils have been reworked
and looally eroded.
Naturally the peripheral zones and those near the valleys
whioh have out into the plateau have undergone most alteration.
Thus a complex situation is formed with two main divisions.
Firstly,
the limestone plateau with deep grumusols, looally eroded and out by small
narrow valleys with steep slopes.
Seoondly, the peripheral zones, gently
undulating or sloping, whioh oan be considered transitions between the grumusols
and the latosol areas. '
The Soils
1.

Potential of the limestone plateau
The potential is entirely due to the presenoe of grumusol clays,
150-200 cm deep, whioh extend, with a regular slight slope of 0.5 percent,
over wide surfaoes.
These lands,normally in Class 2, looally have a
lowered potentiality because of various limitations.
The main limiting
faotors are stoniness and rockiness and more looally depth and topography.
The patohes of stoniness and rockiness oannot be mapped separately on the
scale used, but their density is taken into account when rating the deep
grumusols in Class 2 or Class 3 (as explained below).
Some flat areas, probably as a result of accumulation of surface
water, have become saline and alkali (solonetzization of the grumusols).
Because of the difficulty of draining these soils, they are put into
Class 5 until the feasibility of reclamation has been demonstrated.
The diagram (Fig. 2) summarizes these situations, whioh are the
essential divisions made possible by semi-detailed survey.
More heterogeneity will appear with detailed survey, after trials have permitted the
agricultural value of the soils to be more precisely distinguished. The
signifioanoe of the altitude above the river (whioh varies from 30 to 150 n )
will then also be able to be taken into consideration.
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The soils grouped under the symbol 51A appear to be the moat favourable
for irrigation but nevertheless present some problems.
The heavy texture oauses problems of tillage and drainage.
The swelling
and shrinking properties of the d a y cause the undulating gilgai mioro-relief
whioh makes water spreading difficult, and hampers the development of root
hairs.
Although well provided with bases, the fertility status is low
particularly for humus, nitrogen and phosphorus, and the rather basio and
very oaloareous oonditions do not facilitate plant nutrition.
The gilgai mioro-relief varies in importance but has not been used as
a criterion in the land olassifioation, beoause the variations are very
frequent but not large, the difference between hollow and ridge rarely
exoeeding 20 om.
These unfavourable characteristics are oommon to all the 51A soils but
with different intensities.
So the soil sub-divisions have been distinguished even though usually not mappable except on a larger soale than
li25,000.
The trials at Mandaoaru station will ascertain whether the
grouping into Class 2 should be modified for some of them.
Three principal divisions have been madet
52 soil is an olive brown, self-mulohing grumusol.
When dry it forms
naturally a layer 10-25 om thick of grains and granules which form a soft,
porous surfaoe.
The sub-soil has a network of fine and coarse oraoks and
is not very compaot.
The clay oontent is high (50-70 peroent) with a medium
to high exchange oapacity for cations (generally a mixture of montmorillonitio
and illitio types of olays).
Salinity and alkali hazards are low or very
low.
The oontents of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are very low.
However, the olay percentage and the pH seems to indicate a possibility of
greatly improving the fertility under irrigation, by suitable crops and
fertilizers.
The 53 soils are also olive brown but are differentiated by a more
massive and less structured surfaoe horizon, a more compaot sub-soil whioh
is not much craoked when dry.
The olay content is less than in 52, particularly at the surfaoe (35^-50 peroent).
The other oharaoteristios are
similar to those of 52 but for a slight tendency to salinity and alkalinity
in the lowest horizons of some profiles.
The 53 soils, unlike the 52 soils, generally appear on the edges of
the plateau where the slopes are increasing or as transitions to the less
olayey soils (58, 57).
The 55 soils are quite similar to the 53 soils exoept for the colour,
whioh is dark olive gray.
They ocour in places which are or have been
subjeot to inflows of surfaoe water, and so are more hydromorphio, consequently they are sometimes more saline and alkaline, notably when associated
with solodized solonetz (35A) and temporary lakes.
But often the hydromorphio soil oharaoteristios seem to have survived from a former period,
although the oonditions seem no longer ill-drained nor saline.
The 52 and 53 soils are of about equal extent but the 55 soil ooours
mostly in small isolated patches, although there are some more extensive
tracts notably near Fazenda Icó above the 450m oontour.
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These three soils can he separated only with diffioulty and the moat
widespread soil is an intergrade between 52 and 53«
However, for the
study of the reaotion of the soils to irrigation, it was important to ohoose
distinotive types and so cover the range of problems of development.
The
results will furnish a base for oapability rating for classifying the various
soils during the large-scale mapping.
i

For a first inventory of irrigable areas, soils 52, 53» 55 &rs sufficiently alike in oharaoteristios and problems and are so intermingled that
the whole may be grouped for land classification purpose.
Class 2 land represents the areas where the 51A. soil grouping (52, 53»
55 soils) does not have other limitations from those mentioned above and a
few rooky inclusions.
These areas oooupy the larger part of the plateau.
Class 3 land concerns mainly the areas where 5 1 ^ soils have been
influenced by water run-off (or over washing).
They are generally the
parts of the plateau which are near hills or valleys.
The depth of the
soil is looally reduoed (1 m to 80 cm) and the underlying rock outorops
more oommonly, making rocky patohes whioh may oocupy 15-40 peroent of the
area.
Other Class 3 lands are the areas covered by many oobbles and
stones or those where the slopes attain 1-1.5 peroent with erosion hazard
(in a oliroate with heavy rainstorms).
Class 5 lands are the areas where solodized solonetzes (35A and B) are
mixed with 55 (or 53) grumusols.
The soils are slightly to moderately
affected by salts and alkali.
Those conditions occur with a very strong
compaction of the soil and generally with the presence of numerous cobbles
and stones on the surfaoe.
A few small intermittent lakes are commonly
observed in these areas.
The possibility of reclamation is doubtful
because of the diffioulty of draining those heavy clays.
^Class 6 land group areas with severe limitations of topography, erosion,
soil depth and rookiness.
The attached diagram (Fig. 2) shows these different land classes with
their main characteristics.
Potential of the peripheral areas

___________

J

f

Only the parts of the peripheral zone with gentle slopes, as well as
deep soils have any potential for irrigation; the steeply sloping areas
suoh as the valleys in the limestone plateau are placed in Class 6.
The
gently sloping zones are in transition areas between the grumusols and
the latosols, and differ from the latter in texture and other oharacteristios
probably because the deposits are partially derived from the neighbouring
grumusols.
The basal gravelly layer lying on metamorphic rock or limestone,
is usually less rich in iron concretions and sometimes oontains fragments
of limestone.
This layer, which may be lacking or -vexy thiok, may outcrop
but is usually overlain by a sandy clay mantle which aooording to depth
and texture is divided into soil units homologous to those of the latosols.
Other variations depend on the nature of the clay minerals which range
from grumusol clay to the sandy loam of the latosols.
Inclusions of
latosol soils and grumusol renuscvnts are also usual.
These transitional
soils, grouped mainly as 5ÖAB unit in the reconnaissanoe survey, are
divided by depth and texture as follows (see Fig. 3 ) .
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The 58A unit has a mantle over 1 m deep (usually 150-200 om).
This
oan be divided into 58Aa unit oloser in form to the grumusols, and jBAb
unit which is nearer the latosols.
The former is more clayey, with lime
oonoretions, some sliokensides, a higher exchange oapaoity and only a
slightly desaturated surface.
The latter is less olayey and oompaot with
more mottling and iron concretions and lower exohange oapaoity and with
desaturation of the olay complex to a muoh greater depth.
Both have a low
fertility status (see Appendix).
These two variants were mapped separately where possible or oombined
as 58A unit.
These soils in the best parts are Class 2 land, but where
they oocur in small patohes or on sloping or stony land, they are Class 3.
The 58B unit includes soils of 50-100 om depth often direotly overlying rook.
They are very variable - some are similar to the non-oaloio
brown 22B-soils, while others have a slight tendenoy to salinization and
alkalinization at depth.
They are sandy loam or sandy olay loam in the
surfaoe and sandy olay below, with the pH and oompaotness increasing with
depth.
They have a high exohange oapaoity but a low fertility status.
These soils generally appear on slopes of 0.5-5 peroent.
Where the
erosion, stoniness and rockiness are greatest they form Class 6 land but on
the gentler slopes with less unfavourable conditions they are placed in
Class 5.
57 unit soils are also moderately deep to shallow.
They ooour on
hard (or soft) limestone on the margins of the grumusols.
They tend to
be less compaot than 58 soils with a porous, well-developed and finer
struoture and an abrupt transition to the rock.
The soils deeper than
50 cm are in Class 5 and those shallower, with many outorops, in Class 6.
Within
and latosol
main system
depressions

the peripheral zones there are some inolusions of grumusol
soils (both deep and shallow) whioh are classified under the
(37A, 27SBC, etc.).
In the same way, the soils of the
are olassified as 23, 35» 41A, e t c

Along the main tributaries are some olayey deposits with grumusol
soils developed on them (5A unit).
Their use is limited by their narrow
extent, the risk of flooding, the uneven miororelief, and poor drainage
and often salinity.
They are generally classed as 3 cLtk.
Management Problems
1.

Distribution and extent of irrigable land
The total soils available for irrigation are 94>6°0 a a .
The peripheral
areas have a smaller peroentage of good soils but they are more favourably
situated as regards altitude and distance from the river.
The plateau has
large extents of uniform soils (broken by rocky places) but at a higher
elevation.
A small extra area of grumusols extends to the south but
mapping was arbitrarily limited at the 9°52,5» parallel where the altitude
is already above 500 m and the feasibility of pumping water economically
is slight.
It is worth noting that above 420 m an additional 5 m of
pumping lift would command a very large surfaoe.
Extensions to the irrigated perimeter are therefore preferably to be
sought first not in the higher south but by reolaiming Class 5 land in the
peripheral areas.
The CH area and the lower part of CG are the most favourable as regards their lower elevation and higher proportion of arable land.
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The distribution of the irrigable soils indicates a possible advantage
in bringing water to the higher land along the Salitre valley rather than
zones CH and CO, considering the distances and the irrigable areas accessible
at different elevations.
2.

Irrigation problems
The swelling and oraoking nature of the clays, the underlying hard
limestone makes canal lining difficult, but fortunately it is not really
necessary as the d a y s are highly impermeable when wet.
On the other hand, this does not oause too great a problem for irrigation itself because the cracking of the drying clay permits a rapid penetration of water.
Eurrow irrigation seems preferable, to avoid totally
submerging the soil which might lead to a breakdown of structure with
oompaotion and the formation of superficial crusts.
It will be important
to maintain the fine porosity of the soils by meohanioal means and strongly
rooting crops suoh as temporary pastures.
Sprinkler irrigation would avoid water losses and the inoonvenienoes
of the gilgai mioro-relief.
However, these soils can probably be most
efficiently irrigated by heavy applications in large flows which produoe
more rapid infiltration and wetting through the oracks.
These conditions
are difficult to meet by sprinklers while at the same time avoiding the
formation of orusts by the impaot of the water drops and surface flow.

3.

Land preparation, reclamation and conservation
(i)

Clearing - The low bushes or scattered trees on the plots at
Mandaoaru are typical of the vegetation on the grumusols and their
clearing might serve a3 a basis for costing this operation.
On the peripheral zones the vegetation is muoh denser and
oosts are likely to be similar to those on the latosol soils of the
Bebedouro Station.

(ii)

Stone clearing - Superficial oobbles and 3mall boulders on the
grumusols or peripheral areas can be oleared by the farmers. The
large limestone boulders can only be moved meohanioally and where they
cover a large proportion of the ground or are of great size they
will have to be left.
Such places cannot be cultivated but may
perhaps be used as wood lots, or for cattle, possibly with permanent
improved pastures with some irrigation.

(iii) Levelling - Most of the soils require slight superficial levelling
only.
(iv) Ih-ainage - The impermeability (when saturated) and self-churning
nature of the grumusols and the presenoe of boulders will make
drainage difficult.
Open and mole drains will tend to slump and
tile drains to be disjointed, but plastic pipes may have some suooess.
The 58 soils do not have the same problems of soil meohanios though
their increasing compactness with depth renders drainage more difficult»
The oolleotion of surface sheets of water in slight depressions
and the oocurrenoe of devastating surfaoe run-off and erosion may be
avoided by shallow surfaoe ditohes.
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(v)

D.

Fertility problems - The content of mineral nutrients is very low for
all the soils.
On the grumusols the very high proportion of exohange—
able oaloium on the exchange oomplex is liable to lead to nutrient
inbalance.
The high exohange oapacity of the soils in this region
makes fertilizing more easy, but building up the general fertility is
likely to be a long-term process.
The non-oaloic brown soils being
"intergrades" between heavy alkaline grumusols and light acid latosols
may prove easier.

Conclusions and Note on Further Studies
The land capabilities will not be known until the results of the experimental
trials are obtained.
The possibilities of development are almost entirely dependent on the productivity of one soil unit (51A).
The other soils are of limited area and restricted
value.
It is only their presenoe along the route by whioh water is to be taken
to the grumuool8 which will make their irrigation economically feasible.
There
in certain minimum pumping height, a threshold, for the irrigation of the grumusols,
which sets a minimum possible productivity for the 51k soils.
Beyond this, each
additional increment of height gives access to increasingly large areas.
This
minimum height is 20 m for the eastorn part and about 70 m for the western. Above
those heights the soil resources exceed what oan be developed for some years or
even decades.
These soils appear to have a fairly high potential but their full
exploitation will be extremely difficult.
Hatural conditions will therefore necessitate a very considerable and continuous program of research into methods of improving productivity as the attempt
is made to open up new and higher lands.
The first stage in these studies must be to show whether the lowest regions
oan be profitably irrigated, i.e., the CH and the northern part of the CO areas
which are naturally limited in the south by the 420 m oontour (60 m above the
river).
Such studies oannot be confined to the experimental station at Mandaoaru.
Besides the oropping problems, there are problems of drainage, soil conservation
and profitability whioh can only be resolved by a pilot project on more extensive
areas, whioh, to be representative, should be on the limestone plateau near
Morro da Favela (on the area already mapped in detail).
Soil mapping should
therefore now give way to a study of the behaviour of the soil under irrigation,
as regards both physical and ohemioal changes.
If these trials are successful, it will be possible to extend detailed soil
mapping to the next zone using the norms established at Morro da Favela and
Mandaoaru but more securely based on agricultural results.
A seoond longer-term program ooncerns the development of the land above
410 m, i.e., the south of zone CB and the lower part of the wide traot of
grumusols between the Salitre and the Carnaiba - Juremal road.
Cartography
should always be based on research results already available.
Experimental
sub-stations will be needed for the peripheral areas.
S
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CHAPTER 6
IRRIGATION POTENTIAL OF TON-CALCIC BROWN SOIL AREAS

General
The reconnaissance survey report (see Part 1) classified the 147» 171 ha of
non-caloic brown soils, in areas PJ, PK, BD and BE, as having a fair irrigation
potential.
This assessment was based on the presence of the 22B soils, which
are moderately deep reddish brown spoils with a sandy loam surface overlying a
sandy clay subsoil with rook usually at 6O-80 cm.
Unfortunately, these soils
occur on a surface whioh is finely dissected by riaohos, with strong natural
erosion on slopes of 1 to 5 percent.
The soils are also associated and intermingled with shallow soils, rock outorops and solodized solonetzio soils.
Height above and distance from the river are additional problems, and part of
the region will be inundated on the building of the Itaparioa dam.
The resulting doubts about development led to the decision to oonoentrate studies on more
favourable regions.
Photo interpretation techniques in this area do not permit the separation
of the different soils, even when of different irrigation potential, beoause
their aspect is very similar and they are often very intermingled.
Field work
will also need to be much more detailed if one is to avoid mapping associations
such as Class 3 and Class 6.
For the moment both uplands and valleys might be
put in Class 5«
In the absenoe of representative agricultural trials the
irrigation classes of the soils are still more doubtful than in the other zones.
Few additional data have been gathered since the reconnaissance survey.
But interpretation of these data as for the other zones may provide a basis for
further study if engineering and eoonomic investigation suggest that they are
justified.
The Soils
The soils are nearly all developed directly on the metamorphic basement,
which varies very muoh in dip and in rook type (including quartzites, granitogneiss, gneiss, sohists and phyllites).
The most favourable areas of soils
are those on sohists and gneisses which are more rioh in dark minerals, whioh
are less siliceous and have fewer quartz veins, particularly where the dip is
nearer vertical.
The relief consists of a general regular slope to the river
out by small valleys with narrow colluvial and alluvial lands bordered by eroded
sides.
The interfluves are flat enough to have some intermittent lakes, but
are broken locally by small hills of quartzite.
The most favourable areas are
those where the interfluves are larger (up to 1 km wide by about 10 km long)
and with only slightly eroded borders.
When the 22B soil oocurs in these conditions it has a definite value for
irrigation in spite of its lack of depth because analysis shows that its
physical and ohemioal characteristics are olearly better than either the
grumusols or latosols.
Besides its restrioted depth there are other limitations,
particularly the contrast in texture between the surface and sub-soil which
impedes drainage and gives rise looally to considerable concentrations of Mg and
Na near the oontaot with the rook«
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In the best conditions these soils are, so far as we know, Class 3 land, but
when shallow, eroded, stony or rooky they must be put in Class 6, or Class 5 if
the limitations are minor.
Host often associated with this soil are the solodized solonetzio soils,
35B, on rocks richer in quartz or sodium or where the drainage is slightly poorer.
This soil is distinguished from the former not only by the morphology of the
profile but also by the analyses (see Appendix).
These soils are intermingled
with the 22B soils and where they are deep (70-80 om) may merit researoh into
their reclamation.
The shallower soils and those with marked erosion or rookiness
are Class 6 land.
Besides these soils there are very shallow^soils (17CD) and sandy soils (4-OB)
whioh are Class 6.
The linked alluvial lands are often narrow and discontinuous except in the
major riachos where they may attain 1 km width.
They have an uneven relief
dissected by many channels, are liable to occasional flooding, and are often very
rooky.
The wider zone3 may be placed in Class 3 while the other zones are Class 5
if associated with irrigated soils on the upland or Class 6 otherwise.
C.

Management Problems
At the
To discover
survey more
the highest

moment it is quite unknown if these soils oan be profitably irrigated.
exaotly the proportion of the surfaoe whioh is irrigable would require
detailed than on 1*25,000 soale.
The selected zones are those with
proportion of irrigable lando

The possibilities of extension onto the alluvium is small.
The alluvial
strip is even narrower than in the latosol areas except that at the oonfluenoes
with the tributaries it is much wider.
There is some possibility of extension
above the PK and BD areas whioh may be particularly interesting if the lower parts
are inundated by the Itaparioa dam.
1.

Irrigation and soils - The topography is such that a high point only oommands
a small area beoause of the narrow interfluves.
Because of the dispersion
of the irrigable land many pumping points and a very oomplioated oanal system
will be neoessary.
The 22B soils seem to have a moderate surfaoe permeability and a high
water-holding oapaoity.

2.

Clearing - The caatinga is almost as open as on the grumusols but there are
more tall trees.
Only the PJ area and the valley alluvial strips have
dense vegetation»
The surfaoe is often stony but the stones are not large and oan be
oleared, where neoessary, by the farmers.

3*

Levelling - The Boil is too shallow to permit much earth movement on the
interfluves.
The possibility must be oonsidered of terracing the slopes
particularly near the main river.
The alluvium requires considerable
grading.

4«

'Drainage - Drainage works will be severely limited except in the alluvium,
whioh will require drainage for floods as well as internally.
If the solodized solonetz are to be reolaimed, a olose network of drains
will be neoessary to remove the leaohing water.
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5.

Reclamation - Some eroded and shallow soils might be reclaimed by the
installation of terraoes and benches.
The solodized solonetz require ohemioal as well as physical amendment
by breaking the hardpan, mixing the sandy and olayey horizons, adding
gypsum and leaohing out the sodium.
Such techniques are well understood in
other countries but are rarely eoonomio.

6.
D.
/'

Fertility - Nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers will be essential for good
orop yields.

Conclusions
These soils are marginal beoause of the restrictions already mentioned. The
unknowns regarding the proportion and distribution of the irrigable areas oannot
be overoome by semi-detailed survey beoause .of the heterogeneity of the zone,
whioh is itself a limiting faotor. Before detailed survey oould be justified it
would be necessary to study the engineering possibilities and the agricultural
yields.
In other words the whole area is Class 5 land, requiring further study.
The areas oonsidered are much too complex and marginal to envisage detailed
survey on them without a much more precise and evaluated olassifioation of the
soils.
The soil units mentionod are too wide even if divided on the basis of
depth, stoniness and erosion.
They need to be further divided on the basis of
profile oharaoteristios, parent rook and laboratory data and the dimensions need
to be linked to the agricultural results.
Experiments should be oarried out on
an area extensive enough to be representative.
Some trials are beginning on
the Itaoaruba Experimental Station which seems to be fairly representative.
Extension oould then be made to a pilot area and development be direoted to the
areas oonsidered most favourable by the engineers and pedologists.
This is a
long-terra program and with the present uncertainties no detailed suggestions are
worthwhile.
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CHAPTER 7
IRBIOATIOH POTENTIAL OF ALLUVIAL SOILS

General

^

58,000 ha of alluvium were separated by the reoonnaissanoe survey (see Part 1 ) .
Although distributed in very narrow, irregular strips along both banks of the
main river, it was olassified as having a fair potential for large-soale irrigation«
The alluvium inoludes the only soils in the project area which are farmed under
irrigation and have proved to be produotive.
The alluvial areas were oonsidered in the semi-detailed surveys only where
they were linked to irrigable uplands.
However, at the soales used, they were
usually too narrow and too heterogeneous to be divided into the various soilunits and land classes which are described below.
Nevertheless, these soales
often permit the separation of the alluvium of tributaries which were generally
negleoted in the reoonnaissanoe.
For the purpose of the projeot, the alluvial
areas were mapped as a whole, having a oomplex but uniform pattern of soils, and
therefore similar development potential and similar problems.
Although some main sub-olasses of land can be easily made out on the air
photographs on the lt25,000 scale, vory detailed survey is neoessary for separating
the various soils, the alluvium being typically heterogeneous.
A good deal of
information gathered on publio and private farms and by some detailed surveys
(Hidrobrasileira), may help in a more detailed olassifioation.
But the land
olassifioation is also more dependent on topography and engineering studies.
More detailed soil survey would be premature until additional information about
hydrology and future harnessing of the river is obtained.
For some areas the
oourse whioh development may take remains also in doubt until the results on
contiguous upland soils have given some orientation to the engineering studies.
The Soils
The Sao Francisco valley has the geomorphologioal features typioal of a
large river, namely, a levee, with back swamps behind it and then a flood plain»
As the river is lowering its base level the flood plain is extremely restrioted
and is being encroached on by oolluvial material from the upland and is also
subjeot to severe erosion.
On the levee and in favourable parts of the flood plain, the deep soils 1A
and 7A ooour.
The former is medium to heavy-textured and the latter lighttextured.
There are also slightly saline homologues of these soils partioularly
occurring in the lower lying areas, called laA and 7aA.
In such heterogeneous
material, this will be an insufficient separation.
A more detailed division
might take the average texture of 50 cm layers and show areas with light over
heavy texture and vice-ver3a (and similarly with surfaoe and deep salinity).
This would avoid the mixture revealed in the Appendix, which is partly due to
the sampling sites being too few.
The most extensive soils are sandy loam or
sandy clay loam at the surfaoe and sandy clay loam or sandy clay below, with
mottling from about 50 cm downwards.

A-~
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The relief is broken by channels and the slopes are often quite steep
(3-4 percent) and rarely very long.
The larger areas of uniform slope ar©
Class 2 and probably some of the best land in the region, but otherwise the
relief, together with risk of flooding, drainage, salinity and fertility problems9
puts the land into Class 3.
In the back swamp areas, subjeot to flooding by rain and from the river, the
soils are usually oompaot sandy days, with mottling from the surface, stronglyoracked when dry, and usually moderately saline in the lower layers.
Drainage
would be difficult (involving pumping), and building a bank to proteot these long
narrow strips from flooding does not seem a very promising undertaking.
Suoh
lands may have speoial uses.
In some plaoes, particularly near the grumusol region, there are heavy
alluvial grumusol olays (5A soils).
Where these are sufficiently extensive,
they may form Class 2 land like the upland grumusols, but they are likely to
have more serious drainage and salinity problems.
The rest of the flood plain and the transition zone to the upland soils have
a mixture of soils.
Some areas are deep alluvium (1A and laA), others have
oolluvial material sometimes overlying alluvium and forming types of 35A, 37BC
and 23AB soils.
These may be reolaimable in conjunction with surrounding irrigation, by drainage and leaohing and erosion oontrol measures and so are placed
in Class 5 land, when separated.
There are also rock outorops, shallow soils, eroded outliers of upland
soils 27A, 27SBC, stony terraoes (also oalled 27SBC), and outliers of the sandy
regosols or sand banks (20B).
These are all Class 6 lands.
When mapped as a whole (single land unit), these various lands have been
lumped in Glass 3 dtk.
C.

Management Problems
The alluvium varies in width from nothing to over a kilometer but is most
often a few hundred meters wide.
The good soils (and topography) are patchy
and are almost invariably separated from the good upland soils by the difficult
transition zone and swampy areas.
Host of the good land is farmed already,
even if not very efficiently or intensively.
This development of the alluvium
oan oontinue whether or not the upland soils are developed.
To a considerable
degree development of the alluvium will remain isolated from the irrigation on
the uplands even if the pumping is oombined.
The problems encountered in irrigating the riverside areas are already
known and understood, but they have not been generally overcome.
Clearing and stone clearing are generally less arduous tasks here than on
the latosols as muoh land has been already oleared (an exoeption are the tough
trees in the swamps).
On the other hand, grading and levelling the land is a
major operation (costing about 100 dollars per hectare on Sr. Molini's farm)»
and erosion oontrol will also be important.
Flood proteotion is likely to be expensive.
Drainage works will be necessary, exoept perhaps on the light soils, and may require a olose network of
drains where leaching of salts is necessary.
Very little experience is
available as a guide to requirements.
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Tko feasibility of reclaiming the oolluvial soils of the transition zone,
like those of valleys in the latosols, must be put to the test before any definite
conclusions oan be reaohed.
The productivity of these soils has been shown to be quite good.
Their
physical and chemioal characteristics are quite favourable.
Fertilization,
particularly with nitrogen and phosphorus, and also with animal manure, gives
•very satisfactory results though a lot more work is required on it.
The seleotion
of suitable orops and orop varieties is at present being studied on stations in
the valley.
Up to the present the best oash orops have been onions, sugar oane,
citrus and more reoently grapes.
Conolusiona
A great deal of work (soil studies, irrigation experimentation and praotioal
farming) has already been done in these regions and compilation of the information
so acquired may provide a good many of the answers neoessary for understanding
the alluvial soils.
Conditions generally on the narrow alluvial strip are more
suited to a series of small-soale projects than to large-scale irrigation. Where
the alluvium adjoins an area of irrigable upland soils there is a different
situation.
It is neoessary to oonsider the upland and alluvial soils as a whole
beoause development of one may affeot the other.
On the other hand, beoause of
the separation of the better alluvial soils from the upland soils by swampy
depression, the logio of developing the alluvial strip in conjunction with the
uplands is perhaps not so overwhelming as appears at first sight.
Each oase
must be judged on its merits and development should be preoeded by the detailed
surveys necessary in such a heterogeneous zone.
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CHAPTER 8
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The reoonnaissanoe survey showed that there was a t o t a l of 508,330 ha with
s o i l s having some potential for i r r i g a t i o n .
These were made up as followsi
Good i r r i g a t i o n potential
Dry l a t o s o l s

99,260 ha

Crumusols

61,570 ha

Fair irrigation potential
Dry latosols
Grumusols
Non-oalcio brown soils
Alluvium
. Total ..
..

79»050
63,240
147,170
58,040
508,330

ha
ha
ha
ha
ha

These areas were assooiations of soils of different value for irrigation.
The revised Flan of Operations limited the studies to be undertaken to the
300,000 ha of most suitable land.
The non-oalcio brown soils were relegated to oonsideration at a later date
as the association of soils is too marginal and its future depends on the
building of a new power plant downstream.
The alluvium is too narrow for large-scale development, henoe only the
seotions associated with areas of upland soils were oonsidered.
Investigations were therefore oonoentrated on the grumusol and latosol soil
areas.
The semi-detailed surveys oarried out oovered about 380,000 ha as shown
in the Land Class Areas table.
This total includes about 20,000 ha of river
alluvium contiguous to the upland soils.
Overall there are within those
380,000 ha Borne 170,000 ha of Class 2 and Class 3 land (Chapter 2D above). These
lands are arable but it has not yet been shown that they are profitably irrigable
under local, as yet undetermined, conditions.
In addition there is an
undetermined amount of Class 5 land, of which 50,000 ha have been separately
mapped.
There is no Class 1 land recognized in the region because, although the
better soils are deep and on favourable topography, their fertility is low and
their texture is either too ooarse or too fine.
As the soils are praotioally uncultivated the classification is tentative
and based only on soil features.
Farm trials are neoessary to determine the
productive oapaoity.
For this purpose representative Class 2 soils were chosen
for trials.
The results of the first year's operations may provide a first
estimate on the soils productivity and justification for irrigating the most
favourable areas.
However, according to the field and laboratory studies made
so far, it is clear that the nature of the soils is suoh as to demand a long-term
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research program.
Time will be neoessary for solving the problems of the
building up of fertility, finding the techniques of irrigation whioh are moat
eoonomio and soil conserving, and to allow drainage, salinity, and soil degradation problems to show up and be dealt with.
Later on if the first results are
good, trials will need to be extended to the Class 5 soils.
Of the 170,000 heotares of irrigable land the amount whioh oan be irrigated
will therefore depend mainly on the yields obtainable and as these are improved
during the long-term program, it should be possible to take in more and higher
land.
Whatever the final results of the researoh program, the distribution of the
arable land already permits some oonolusions to be drawn on a development
program.
Obviously there is no single large surfaoe of good land whioh is
homogeneous, aooessible, and easy to farm under irrigation, and whioh it would
be permissible to reoommend at present for a large-scale irrigation project. On
the oontrary the project has to be seen as a series of relatively restricted
development areas.
These areas are of different potential values as shown in
the table.
When considering these figures it must be remembered that in the
irrigable parts detailed surveys are likely to reduce the extent of the Class 2
land by up to 20 percent and of Class 3 land by 15 to 40 percent, by elimination
of shallow, stony, eroded, and ill-drained inolusions.
However, Class 5 land
may provide additional irrigable areas.
The semi-detailed surveys revealed that the latosol soil areas show a
patchy distribution of many different soils.
The texture and the depth, as
well as other oharaoteristios of the profiles vary widely, and many intergrades
and variants were found among the soil units defined by the reconnaissanoe.
Therefore the norms ooncerning soil texture and depth used for separating the
various olasses may prove to be arbitrary and too severe, but they certainly
provide a reliable relative order for comparing the soil resources of the areas.
In general, the Class 5 and 6 lands form a network, in the meshes of which there
are patohes of land favourable for irrigation.
Depending on the area, the
network is more or less loose, and the size of the good patches varies accordingly.
Somo areas are closely associated with the alluvium (PB, BA, PD) but others are
more remote from the river and at higher elevations (BB, BC, PA, PE, PG).
Amongst both types of area, the orientation can be either parallel to (PA, PB, PD)
or perpendicular to the river (BB, PG).
In oontrast, the grumusols plateau shows an ensemble of extensive arable
lands whioh are sufficiently linked together to be presented on a single map s
The suitable areas are wide and regular but have rocky and stony inolusions
generally not mappable on the scale used.
The range of soil variations is
narrower, and the various kinds of grumusols are sufficiently alike to be still
grouped in the semi-detailed surveys.
The land classification is therefore
based mainly on an appraisal of the density and the importance of the rocky and
stony inolusions of the different areas.
The soils of the peripheral zones
of the plateau are very mixed and are "transitional" between grumusols and
latosols.
This implies wide variations in their nature.
A small proportion
of them is arable.
The wide areas of the grumusols are not linked to the
alluvium, but separated by patchy peripheral areas of low value for development.
The arable lands extend mainly in a direction perpendicular to the river with
increasing available surfaoes„
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LATO CLASS AHBAS
(In heotares, roimded to the nearest $0 heotares)
1t

Arable Land

4

Total !
Happed j
by Heoo. ;

Area

Class 2

Class 3

Arable Land

Von-Arable Laad

Class 3dtk
(Alluvium)

Class 5

Class 5d

(Orouped with
Class 6)

(Orouped with
Class 6 )

Total
Arable

Class 6

Height
Dietanoe
Above
i Froa
Hiver o 1 River ka

,, ,
B A
(Latosol)

22,850

24,850

2,000

6,500

2,000

T
|

1
14,350 i 1 0 , 5 0 0

O-40

!

1
0-14.

!
I

BB
(Latosol)
3 0
(Latosol)

18,600

32,700

4,700

4,800

14,450

10,000

2,150

1,100

I

2,500
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Class 6)

(Orouped with
Class 6 )

20,700 j 1 2 , 0 0 0

0-55

-

(Orouped with
Class 6)

(Orouped with
Class 6 )

6,750 1 3,250

40-60

j

»-20

1
I
j

8-12

|
1

P A
(Latosol)
|

44,000

55,550

17,000

1,600

2,000

11,850

18,200

4 , 9 0 0 j 20,600

0-40

|
|

F l
(Latosol)

6,600

3,500

2,700

900

1,000

!
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|

2,000 ] 3,600
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!
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1 0-15

0-25

: °- 6
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1 12-30

0-5

|

I

j
P D
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16,000 ! 16,000
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Class 6)
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Class 6)

2,950 j 2,050
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7,400

2,400

(Orouped with
Class 6 )

(Grouped with
Class 6)

193,700

34,050

28,050

16,600

30,000

10,600

6,500

2,000

3,350

2,350

2,500

1,450

3,200

15,800

32,000

2,050

5,000

26,750

27,000

1148,000

1
1
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| (Orunusol Periphery) ! 15,000

PE
j (Latosol)

;

1
P0
' (Latosol)

4,600

[

16,300

10,700

(18,200)

83,950

78,700

—

7,750

19,100
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! 0-26
i

-

1
I
8,500 i 6,300
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1 o-a

i

• TOTAL "LATOSOL"
!
APXAS

(12,850)

i

!
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; ' -
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' •
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i
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_
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-

1

Other
Orunusol Areas

1

i
i 74,900

j
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1

65,950

-

55-140

-1

j
TOTAL aKOMUSOL
i (Plateau + Periphery \ 103,500

184,850

61,650

29,500

3,450

19,200

251,100

1
j 378,550

.95,700

57,550

20,050

(32,050)

;

GRAND T3TAL .

I
j

71,050 j 94,600

~

(18,200)

j 21-50
1

-

i

• ••!'

155,000 b.73,300

|
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"Ehe most aooessible and best quality areas, which are therefore the first
selection for development, are the latosol areas PB, PD and BA, providing about
30,000 ha of Class 2 and 3 lando
The areas PA, BB (latosols), CH and the lower parts of CG (grumusols)
provide about 50,000 ha of arable land with a higher proportion of Class 3, 5
and 6 lands.
The main part of the arable land is not contiguous to the river
and not less than 20 m above ito
Their development oan only be considered if
the returns obtained in the former areas are sufficient to compensate pumping
above the minimum elevation, and also after use of the Class 5 lands has been
shown to be possible.
The remaining areas PE, PO, BC, CB, CC and the higher parts of the grumusol
plateau totalling about 90,000 ha of Class 2 and 3 land do not look at all
promising at present, either because of the low proportion of good land or
beoause they are very high.
The distribution of arable land permits a staged development whioh ties in
very well with the prolonged, step by step, program of experimentation made necessary by the nature of these soils.
The maps and reports provided at thi3 stage are sufficiently aoourate, as
shown by field cheoking and comparison with field surveyed areas, to be adequate
for an initial estimate of the engineering requirements and the eoonomio
feasibility of the projeot but are not intended for full projeot design and
implementation.
The next stops in the soil studies should be to follow the reaotion of the
soils under cultivation and irrigation at the stations by field observation and
laboratory investigations.
Using the results of these studies and the experiments, the soils legend and the land classification oan be reviewed and defined
before undertaking detailed survey on the areas seleoted by the engineering and
eoonomio studies.
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CHAPTER 9
HTOIVIDUAL REPORTS OS SEMI-DETAILED SOIL SURVEYS OF PARTICULAR AREAS

A.

Provisional Report on a Semi-Detailed Soil Survey between the
Riaohos V i e i r a and Pontal (PB Area) ( s e e F i g . 4 and Map 37
1.

Introduotion
The reoonnaissanoe soil survey of the lower-middle Sao Franoisoo
delimited certain areas as having soils oapable of development by irrigation.
Experimental stations were seleoted to study these soils and a program was
arranged to map these areas in greater detail.
This area was the first to
be mapped beoause its proximity to the river and to Petrolina and its low
altitude made it the most favourable site for possible development.
The
new experimental station on the sandy latosol soils (37A) is to be sited
here too.
The survey was oarried out by two soil surveyors during July and
August 1962.
The areas were studied on the aerial photographs and provisional soil boundaries were drawn from the patterns on the photographs.
The boundaries were checked and the soils they represented were desoribed
and sampled in the field.
Samples were analyzed in full at the Instituto
Agronomioo do Hordeste.
Additionally, determinations of pH and E.C. were
made at the field laboratory in Juazeiro.
The final maps were made on the
same scale (lt25,000) as the photographs used in the field.

2.

General
(i) Looation and extent - The area surveyed is situated 40 km northeast of Petrolina, between the Riachos Vieira and Pontal and between
the river and either the 380 m contour or the main road.
The
railway under construction from Petrolina to Salgueiro passed
through here.
The surveyed area is 6,500 ha.
(11)

Climate - The olimate is as desoribed in the reoonnaissanoe survey
report.
There are no weather stations nearer than Petrolina and
Juazeiro, at the Petrolina station the rainfall averages 385 n™
with an extreme range from I52 to 846 mm.
The rainfall variation
to be expeoted is shown by the following table of averages over
47 yearst
<
250
250 - 500
500 - 750
750 - 1000

mm
mm
mm
mm

11
29
5
2

years
years
years
years

The station at Juazeiro (perhaps more reliable) has an average
rainfall of 500 mm.
The annual distribution is as follows (in mm)«

J

F

K

85 104 100

A

M

J

J

A

S

0

N

D

45

14

3

5

2

3

11

51

82

Total

502
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The extreme average temperatures have ranged from 18.2°C in July
to 34.2 in Ootober, but the average temperatures range from 23° to
29°C.
Preliminary results from evaporation pans show an evaporation
of 9 ™ por day during the hottest part of the year.
The present-day climate has been preoeded by former much wetter
periods during the Pleistooene period.
Relief - The river at this point is between 350 and 355 m above sea
level (less 3 m, in the dry season and with occasional flooding up
to 357 meters) and the land surveyed is mostly from 352 m to 365 m
extending up to 380 m.
The land is generally almost flat or gently
sloping with slopes less than 3 percent.
Steeper slopes are found
near the river on the alluvial complex and away from the river where
the stony deposits outcrop.
There are many places whore the land forms enolosed depressions
which usually have ill-drained, flat, clayey areas at their centres.
These are fed by lines of drainage which form small flat valleys.
The riachos are not very clearly marked except for the Vieira and
the Pontal, whioh is a much larger stream and is incised below the
level of its sizeable flood plain.
Geology and Geomorpholo/ry - The area is underlain by metamorphio
rocks of Pre-Cambrian age.
The rock is very variable from plaoe
to place but for the most part seems to be mica schist with many
quartz veins; there are also considerable areas of aoid gneiss.
This bed rock is covered by a mantle of recently deposited materials.
The^land forms can be divided between the present flood plain
of the Sao Francisco river and the higher land.
The present flood
plain consists of a levee along the river with back swamps behind,
with some cut-off former river channels forming more or less
permanent lagoons.
There are small patohes of river terraoes,
some of them stony, and also isolated patches of the upland soils
usually rather eroded.
The higher area is also developed on deposits in part also
probably of the Sao Francisco but reworked since the river has
lowered its bed.
Former surfaces are suggested by the abrupt
limit to the top of the rook (usually buried) and another abrupt
limit above the stony deposits.
Water - The ground water is everywhere deep (probably below 20 m)
even near the river.
The Riacho Pontal normally has some flow
every rainy season.
The smaller riachos are only drainage lines
which rarely have surfaoe flow though they become moist below
the surfaoe.
The deep ground water is likely to be moderately
or very saline and the Pontal is probably slightly saline (5001000 gpm dissolved solids as compared with the excellent water of
the Sao Pranoisco 50-150 ppm).
Soils - The soils oan also be divided into alluvial and upland
soils.
The alluvial soils are generally more or less ill drained
(and sometimes slightly saline) olays or sandy d a y s with some
ooarser textured soils on the levee near the river.
The upland
soils are generally either increasingly fine textured with depth,
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or else very stony soils with iron oonoretions.
These soils are
generally very acid below the surface layer and are of a latosol
type, though some have a B2 horizon.
Between the upland and
alluvial soils is a zone with sandy surfaoe soils over oompaot or
oemented fine-textured subsoils which tend to be alkaline and are
of a solodized solonetz type.
Erosion is very slight or non-existent on the latosol soils
but bjoomes moderately severe on the steeper slopes towards the
river.
Sheet erosion predominates there with some gullies; wind
erosion is inhibited by the ground cover.
(vii)

Vegetation - The vegetation is caatinga as desoribed in the
reconnaissance report for Natural Regions 2 and 6. The upland
areas are dense caatinga which oan be penetrated only with difficulty on foot.
There are some more open patches near houses or
where fields have been cleared.
The alluvial areas have usually
an open vegetation with more grasses and ground herbs, but considerable areas are almost bare ground and the most ill-drained
areas have either dense oanudo (impomea sp) or else open ground
with scattered trees of alagadigo (Mimosa sp) and marizeiro
(Geoffraea spinosa).

(viii) Land use - All the area is grazed by cattle, goats, pigs and asses,
but at a very low intensity.
There are many habitations near the
river, the people living by fishing, hunting, and cultivating fields
on the borders of the river in a strip 20-100 m wide.
The main
crops are beans, cassava, maize, melons, vegetables and sugar cane«
Many small fields have been cleared on the upland soils and in
wetter years beans, cassava, caize and sesame are planted. There
is a more developed agrioulture in the northern part of the alluvium
where irrigation by pump is practised on larger holdings. Sugar
oane is a common orop (there is a sugar mill situated beside the
Pontal) and also onions, tree ootton and fruit trees as well as
the staple crops«
Soils
(i) General - It is of first importanoe for the understanding of the soils
in the area to appreciate the sequenoe of layers due in large measure to
deposition of different material.
Excluding the alluvial soils of the river
this sequenoe is the same in all the soils of the area, but the depth of the
different layers varies and sometimes some layers are missing.
The situation
oan be studied in detail in the railway cuttings and is illustrated in the
diagram (Fig. 4 and Map 3 ) .
The underlying rook is gneiss and schist with a very irregular surfaoe.
In some plaoes on the upper slopes the rock outorops is found at a shallow
depth.
The upper part of this layer is more or less weathered forming a
layer of d a y .
The salt oontent of this layer may be of great importanoe
for irrigation.
The layer varies in thickness;
in plaoes it is lacking
whereas in the moist depressions or lagoas it is much deeper (1-2 m ) .
Above this is a layer of gravel and iron oonoretions.
The gravel is
rarely more than 5 om and. frequently below 2 om in diameter.
It is rounded
or sub-angular.
The iron oonoretions are hard and rounded or irregular
and from 2-20 mm in size.
Their association with the gravel indioates that
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they are transported.
This is not to deny that some iron oonoretions may
also have formed in situ and this is dearly the oase.
This secondary
mobilization and deposition of iron compounds has In some plaoes resulted
in a oementation of this layer forming a pan.
The thiokness of this layer
varie3 from a few centimetres to several metres and is very irregular.
Sometimes small lenses of this material appear above the main layer. On
the upper slopes this layer may be exposed at the surface forming a stony
surface and gravelly soils (27SBC unit).
Where it is found at depths
between 50 and 150 om it forms the 27A unit, but it is equally found in
the 37A unit usually at more than 3 m depth.
This layer is absent in the
lagoas where the deoayed rook is exposed (41A unit) (more or less oovered
by sandy oolluvial material) but around the lagoas it may be found at shallotr
depth (forming 27SC unit).
The mantle of soil material overlying the stony layer varies from sand
to sandy d a y loam or even sandy d a y .
The origin of this material remains
in doubt but it has been suggested that it is an ancient alluvial plain
or else oolluvial material collected on an ancient surface.
The surfao©
layer is usually coarse textured (sand or loamy sand) becoming more fine
textured at depth.
The AA and AB soils are not heavier than sandy loam aad
have a gradual or diffuse change in texture.
This difference is dearly
due to differences in the parent material deposited but it is not yet oleas?
to what extent leaching of clay has oaused the textural profile.
In view
of the great importance of depositional layers throughout this region it
seems reasonable to assume that this part of the mantle was also deposited
in different layers.
The sharp transition from sandy loam to heavy sandy
d a y loam with very little clay ooatings in the lower layer may be evidenoe
in this direction though it is not conclusive as these soils are old relios
of a former olimate.
Probably, the changes are largely due to deposition;
but the presence of weak ooating shows clearly that profile development has
also played its part.
The general sandy nature of the surface is probably
due to a constant lateral drift of surface material by sheet erosion and
the removd of the d a y in the prooess, by laterd as well as vertioal
washing.
Other important variable features of the soils are mottling and
oementation.
Most of the upland soils have distinot or prominent mottling;
whioh begins below 150 cm in the AA soils and usually between 50 and 100 om
in the AB and BB soils.
It frequently begins as isolated reddish spots
which persist for 2 or 3 m«
It is diffioult to account for such mottling
under the present moisture regime and it seems to be a relio of former
wetter conditions.
The reddish mottles are often slightly indurated to
soft oonoretions and it is possible that these are a reflection of occasional
soaking followed by intense dryness.
In the low-lying areas there is dull;
grayish yellowish and reddish mottling typiod of hydromorphio conditions0
A weak oementation is u s u d in the lower parts of many of the soils»
This is reversible when wetted and probably due to silioa and aluminium
compounds.
It is most marked in the upper part of the yellowish and
grayish mottling.
The yellower and redder spots break up more slowly
than the gray on wetting, probably beoause of the presence of limonitio
materid.
Suoh oementation is slight in the AA soils but in the BC soils
it is very pronounoedj found at shdlow depth and with a stronger induration,,
In the upper parts of the soil there are often small rounded pieoes of soil
whioh are similarly indurated.
These may originate in old insect burrows
or root ohannels.
They are d s o an indication that the mobilisation of
silioa and aluminium is an important feature of the area»
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The analytioal data are commented on in the seotions on the individual
soils.
The general picture is of soils with very low oontents of organio
matter» nitrogen and phosphorus.
The upland soils are generally very aoid
below the surfaoe with a low exchange oapaoity and with the saturation of
the exchange complex varying from moderate to low.
Nearly all the soils
have coarse or medium-textured top soils and inoreasingly clayey lower layers.
On the low-lying soila the lower layers are usually slightly alkaline, often
of heavy clay texture and sometimes calcareous.
(ii) Descriptions of the soils in the mapping units
(a) »Latosol and associated soils
37A unit - This unit contains deep yellowish red soils of sandy
surfaoe texture whioh becomes increasingly fine with depth.
With the exoeption of the lower slopes (37BC) these soils
are porous and well drained, though mottling and reversible
cementation by silica exists in the lower layers.
They are
slightly or moderately aoid in the topsoil and very aoid below,
usually with a slight rise in pH below 150 cm.
The pHs in the
topsoil are sometimes slightly alkaline near houses.
The soil material is very highly weathered and contains little
primary minerals or silt.
The exohange oapaoity is very low
(3-6 m.e. per 100 g soils) and moderately low in the olay fraotion
(10-25 m.e. per 100 g clay).
Organio matter in the surfaoe is
0.5-1.0 peroent.
The content of mineral nutrients is therefore
low.
These soils are suitable for irrigation because they are on
flat topography, deep, well-drained at present and with good
drainage possibilities, and not eroded.
Their main limitations
are the low oontent of mineral nutrients and the low exchange
capaoily whioh may make the eoonomio use of fertilizers diffioult,
and the low moisture-holding oapaoity and high infiltration rates
which dictate irrigation methods.
There exists the possibility
of some wind and water erosion of the sandy surfaoes, and the
probability that drainage will be neoessary in years to come
when water tables are built up above the underlying impermeable
layers of stones and rook.
Because of the limitations the soils
are olassified as Class 2 land.
The soils can be divided into three main groups.
These
groups cannot be distinguished on the air photographs or mapped
separately at the present level of detail of survey.
In general
the ooarse soils are nearer the river as mentioned below.
37-AA - Pale reddish yellow soils, with sandy surface gradually
ohanging to sandy loam, porous and friable without well developed
structure.
Ho mottling or cementation within 150 om of the
surfaoe.
These are the least fertile soils with lowest moistureholding oapaoi-ty.
They occur mostly in a narrow strip nearest
to the river, particularly in the southern part of the area.
37AB - Reddish yellow soils with sandy surfaoe gradually
ohanging to heavy sandy loam, porous and friable without well
developed struoture.
There is prominent reddish mottling within
about 100 cm of the surfaoe.
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Detailed descriptions, analyses and graphed data of these
soils are available in the records of the Grupode Irrigacao do
Sao Iranoisoo.
See also the reports on the reoonnaissanoe
survey (Part 1 of this volume) and on the detailed surveys of
experimental stations, and the general report on the soils (Part 2,
Chapters 1-8 of this volume).
37BB - Reddish yellow to strong brown soils, with sandy surfaoes
changing gradually or abruptly to sandy d a y loam, porous and
friable, with weak sub-angular blooky struoture.
Prominent
reddish mottling begins at about 100 cm from the surfaoe and this
is underlain at about 150 cm by a layer of grayish and yellowish
mottling, often with a weak oementation which disappears on wetting.
These are the best soils in the area, with higher clay content
and therefore better moisture relations and higher exohange oapaoity
making them easier to fertilize.
Drainage is likely to be more
necessary particularly in view of the cementation in the lower
layers.
These soils are in irregular large patches mostly further
from thejriver than the first two.
In the region of the lower
middle Sao Pranoisco valley suoh soils are uncommon and the coarser
textured soils are more usual.
37BC unit - These are soils of the low-lying places which remain
wetter for longer periods.
They are sandy in the surface,changing
abruptly to sandy clay loam within about 50 cm of the surfaoe.
There is strong reddish, yellowish and grayish mottling in this
finer-textured layer and also a oementation which is sometimes
strong and disappears slowly on wetting.
They tend to have
slightly more organio matter than the upland soils, and the pH and
the sodium oontent is often higher in the lower layers.
These soils have a drainage problem because of their position
on the topography and the strong cementation in their lower layers.
It seems probable that this can be overcome and that although not
very fertile this soil unit will support irrigation.
Although
not marked on the map all the drainage lines in the 37A area have
narrow bands of 37BC soils along them.
27SBC unit - Stones, gravel and iron oonoretions constitute up to
80 percent of the soil mass in these soils.
There may be a
surfaoe layer less than 50 c m deep, of stoneloss material (usually
sandy loam) but frequently the layer of stones outorops on the
surfaoe.
The stones may be weakly oemented with iron or silioa
and the underlying rook may rarely be within 1 m of the surfaoe.
These soils are not suitable for irrigated agriculture. At
the moment they support a dense oaatinga and some oattle grazing.
Improvement of the grazing and of wood production may be possible.
27A unit - These are the soils similar to the 37AB and BB soils but
with a thinner surfaoe mantle.
The gravel layer begins between
50 and 150 om from the surfaoe.
The soil mantle is reddish yellow
sandy on the surfaoe and gradually changing to sandy loam or sandy
d a y loam below.
The lower layers are mottled particularly Just
above the gravel layer where there may also be a layer of whitish
washed fine sandy materid.
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These soils can be irrigated though they are likely to be less
productive than the 37A soils because of the restricted rooting
depth and the drainage impeded by the stony layer, whioh will also
hamper artifioial drainage.
They are likely to prove unsuitable
for deep rooting crops such as citrus.
It should be noted that
thay occur not only in the traots shown on the map but also as an
unmapped narrow belt, 50-100 m wide, between the 27SBC and 37A
soils.
17CD unit - These are shallow soils where the underlying rock, or
quartz veins, are within 50 cm of the surfaoe, with many outorops.
They are not suitable for agriculture.
Besides the traots marked
there may be some other small areas included within the 27SBC unit.
20B unit - These are sandy soils whioh ooour here in small patches
near the river, sometimes dearly being old river levees.j
They
are pale yellowish or reddish brown sands, with loamy sand in the
lower layers, whioh usually have slightly yellowish and reddish
mottling.
They are slightly acid in the surface to very aoid at
depth.
Beoause of their very low content of mineral nutrients, and
low water-holding oapaoity these soils are not very suitable for
irrigation.
The isolated low hills in the alluvial plain are not
suited to development, but the larger flat-lying areas may at some
future date be developed in conjunction with irrigation on the
latosol soils.
The application of silty water will tend to
improve the surfaoe texture.
Results will be of interest beoause
of the wide eztent of such soils in the lower middle Sao Pranoisoo
region.
37BC-35A unit - This unit oocupies the slopes between the upland
latosol soils and^the alluvial soils - this sequenoe exists on
the edge of the Sao Francisco flood plain and also, less well
developed, on the margins of the lagoas.
The soils are 37BC
(already described) on the higher slopes merging to 35AB on the
lower slopes with various transitions between them.
The 35AB
soils have a thin (25 cm) surfaoe layer of pale brownish and
grayish sand, abruptly overlying clayey subsoils, whioh have
oolumnar structure, mottling, weak cementation, and are slightly
alkaline and may have a high proportion of magnesium and sodium
in the exchange oomplex.
These soils merge into alluvial soils
on the lower slopes (and in some oases are partly alluvial).
These slopes are generally more or less eroded.
The unit is not well suited to irrigated agriculture beoause
of the erosion and salinity and drainage problem (which may beoome
worse as the upland soils are irrigated).
Nevertheless, in the
future, if the upland soils are developed, it may prove possible,
after research, to improve these soils by drainage, leaohing,
deep ploughing, erosion oontrol and the application of soil
ameliorants.
(b)

Alluvial and associated soils
1A unit - This unit inoludes fine-textured soils of the Sao
Francisco flood plain.
As is usual on alluvial plains the texture
varies greatly both vertically and horizontally.
In general the
soils are silty clay, or sandy d a y in the lower layers. On the
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levee the surfaoe layers are sandy loam in plaoes.
Rarely there
are thick lenses of sandy material In the lower layers evidently
where a former sandhank has been burled.
Suoh differences, like
differences in salinity, oan only be separated by a very detailed
survey, whioh is not worthwhile for the establishment of irrigation
though they may be important when a drainage system is installed
later.
The soils are pale brown or yellowish brown with prominent
grayish yellowish and sometimes reddish mottling usually beginning
below 50 om, though faint mottling even to the surfaoe is oommon.
They are usually porous and open near the surfaoe and slightly 00mpact in the lower layers.
The soils are slightly aoid in the
surfaoe beooming moderately aoid below that with a tendency to be
less aoid in the lower horizons, though rarely alkaline.
These soils are suitable for irrigation but they are not
inherently very fertile. They are subjeot to flooding and will
require drainage at least in the lower plaoes to improve aeration
and avoid salinization.
The topography is not very favourable
for irrigation as most of the area is separated from the upland
soils by the baok swamp area, and the slopes are rather steep
(sometimes eroded) and with only short lengths of slope in any one
direction.
However, a considerable body of information is
already available on their cultivation and oropping on the research
farms at Juazeiro, Ic6, Belém and on private farms along the river.
lAd unit - This unit separated from the 1A unit by a dotted line
includes the alluvial soils in the low-lying plaoes which are
subjeot to frequent inundation.
They are similar to the 1A soils
but usually mottled to the surface, with strong polygonal cracking
in the surface with a compact and blooky struoture, and with a
vegetation of swamp plants suoh as alagadico, oanudo, marizeiro,
and sometimes thick ground vegetation of grasses and herbs«
The position makes it difficult to provide them with drainage
or flood protection except perhaps in oertain favourable looations.
Their agricultural value is therefore limited to the growing of
special plants suoh as bamboo and perhaps rioe.
7A unit - This unit inoludes the light-textured soils of the river
Sao Iranoisco here found only near thé mouth of the Riaoho Pontal.
The soils are yellowish brown with faint yellowish and reddish
mottling below 50 om.
The soils are formed by layers of sediments
of slightly different texture though the boundaries between the
layers are usually diffuse.
The textures inolude loamy sand,
sandy loam, and silt loam in the surfaoe IOO-I50 om but below that
is a layer of fine sand.
These soils.though with a low natural oontent of mineral
nutrients, are well suited to irrigated agrioulture and are already
quite intensively farmed produoing sugar oane, vegetable and the
staple foodorops of the region.
5A unit - This unit inoludes two small areas of alluvium in the
Pontal flood plain, whioh have light olive brown, swelling and
oraoking, oaloareous olays of a grumusol type.
They are suitable
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for irrigated agriculture but likely to react very differently from
the aoid soils around thorn.
They may be more productive but with
serious drainage problems.
Results from the new experimental
station on the grumusols at Fazenda Mandaoaru in Bahia will be of
value here.
27SC unit - One small area of this soil is mapped near the Pontal.
This consists of soils with a few oentimeters of sandy d a y or
sandy loam over a very stony layer.
Small patohes of such soils
oan be found elsewhere in the alluvium and near the lagoas. Suoh
soils are of very slight value for agriculture though they may
support bamboos or trees.
41A unit - This unit is essentially made up of the olayey soils of
the lagoas.
With them, however, are included small areas of soils
similar to 27SC, 35AB and even 37BC.
The main soils are dark
gray or grayish brown sandy d a y s with distinot yellowish mottling
in the lower layers.
They seem to be formed mainly from the decomposition of the bed rock in a wet environment but near the river
are partly dluvial.
The surfaoe is usually cracked with weak
gilgai and sometimes stony or broken by rock outorops.
They are
usually slightly acid on the surface and slightly alkaline in the
lower layers, with salinity also increasing with depth.
Their topographio position make the necessary drainage very
difficult, and the lagoas may tend to beoome almost permanently
inundated as a result of irrigation on the higher land.
If this
is avoided these soils may have some value for rioe production or
bamboo or tree plantations.
4«

Irrigation Development
(i) Land classes - The soils have been grouped into irrigation olasses
using the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation norms*.
None of the land is of
Class 1 potentiality, for the reasons explained above, so the main body
of deep latosol soils are in Class 2.
Included with them are the 27A
soils, though these must be marginal to Class 3,. as also the 37BC soils
along the drainage lines.
Small isolated patohes of 37A soils usually
raised above the level of the alluvial plain have been inoluded with
the Class 5 land (i.e. land non-irrigable at present but which may prove
irrigable after further study) since they are often eroded and their
position may make it difficult to water them.
Similarly, although the small isolated patohes of 20B soils are
Class 6 land, the larger and smoother-lying patohes adjoining the 37A soils
have been put into Class 5It is not oertain that suoh sandy soils oan
give satisfactory returns but it is important to experiment on them in this
suitable location because of their wide extent elsewhere.
It is also true
that the very sandy 37AA soils are worse than the 37HB soils and that
experience may show that the one is a feasible proposition and the other not.
All these sandy soils may improve as silty water is applied to them, and all
seem more suited to deep rooted and perennial crops (particularly oitrus
and fodder) than to annuals.
'

U.S.D.A. - Bureau of Reclamation Manual, Vol. 5, Irrigated Land Use.
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The main body of alluvial soils are grouped as Class 3» due to their
undulating topography and drainage needs, out the flatter areas should
perhaps he grouped with Class 2.
A large part of this is already cultivated*
The ill-drained lAd soils are in Class 5, and also the 41A soils, hut these
have permanent limitations which will always restriot their use.
The 35A-37A
unit is also in Class 5»
Its development depends on the suooess aohieved
with long-term experiments to overcome the structural, drainage and salinity
problems.
It must be added that this applies to all the soils, even the
best ones having been placed in Class 2 without any experience of how they
will reaot under irrigation, and the results from the new experiment station
must be awaited before this classification oan either be oonfirmed or revised.
The areas of the land classes are as followst
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

Irrigable without difficulty and
with high returns
Irrigable but with more difficulty
and lower returns
Many difficulties and marginal
returns

0 hectares
2,700

"

900

II

0

It

Class 4

Irrigable for speoial uses only

Class 5

Non-irrigable, unless further study
changes its classification

1,000

n

Non-irrigable

2,000

•1

Class 6

Total

6,600 heotares

It would be of interest to oompare these figures with those from the
reconnaissance survey.
Unfortunately this cannot be done satisfactorily
as the generalized boundary on the 1:250,000 map is not the one now used.
However, that map suggested that there was about 3»500 ha of the II-l-A
association.
From this one would expeot a total of something like
3,300 ha of Class 1 and 2 lands, a figure exceeded by nearly 10 percent.
It must be remarked that this area is rather exceptional and the other areas
are most unlikely to have more good land than forecast.
(ii) Speoial problems - The main problems of the latosol soils are due to
their sandiness.
Salinity is not a problem nor likely to be for a long
time.
If trruoh water is wasted, by canal leakage or over-watering, a
ground water table will be established, perched above the rook and stony
layers, whioh may rise olose to the surface within a few years and begin
to oause salinization of the surface.
Accordingly, it will be essential
to test means of preventing loss of water.
This is equally important in
view of the neoessity to pump all the water.
Drainage, if it beoomes
neoessary, should be simple as the soils are permeable and for the most
part slope down to disposal areas.
Pookets of bad drainage may be
inevitable in hollows in the rock and gravel surface.
A olose watoh will
have to be kept on the development of layers oemented by silioa and iron.
'Levelling should be kept to the minimum consistent with effioient irrigation, at least until experiments have revealed the effeots of removal
of the topsoil.
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A related problem is that of maintaining and building up the mineral
nutrient status»
It has already been shown that crops cannot be obtained
without additional phosphorus and nitrogen»
The soils will tend to be
leached very rapidly»
In this climate it is not feasible to increase the
humus oontent of the soil under cultivation but it is necessary to maintain
the oycle of decomposition and build up of organic material at as high a
level as possible.
Fallowing, green manuring, fodder orops, and the integration of cattle into the farming operations, can help in this way. Deep
rooting orops, fodders or trees may help to use both water and mineral
nutrients which have penetrated deeply»
With such gentle slopes water erosion should be controlled by simple
good husbandry praotioes.
Wind erosion may be more serious and provision
should be made for planting windbreaks»
The alluvial soils also need to have their mineral nutrient status
built up and may require drainage under intensive irrigation.
Initial
oosts for flood oontrol and levelling may be high.
Suoh soils have been
irrigated for many years on private and publio farms in this part of the
valley.
The best techniques for farming them do not seem to have been
worked out in detail.
Although farm drainage is almost unknown, difficulty
with drainage or salinization is very looalized.
On the old agricultural
station at Juazeiro, for example, there seems to be no suoh problem but the
agriculture is not intensive on the whole aroa.
At Cabrobó on the other
hand, salinity is doing slight but increasing damage.
Development of these soils is aided by the faot that there are no
surface stones to be oleared, though there is a dense vegetation oovering
most of the latosol soils.
Although the alluvial soils need flood protection from the river there seems little danger of flooding from upstream
tributaries and run-off exoept in the lowest plaoes.
The latosol soils
seem free from this up-slope flooding problem»
If the pilot development scheme here is suooessful the question of
the extension of the irrigated perimeter will arise.
Unfortunately apart
from a few hundred hectares west of the main road the surrounding soils
(exoept for the narrow alluvial band) are nearly all too shallow or
gravelly for irrigation»
However, experience in this region will be useful
in the muoh larger areas elsewhere delimited by the reoonnaissanoe survey,.
B.

Area PA - Expanded Legend to the Land Class Map (Map 4)
1,

Introduction
The land olass map for the PA area was prepared by applying the land
olassifioation to the soil map whioh had been produoed after a full semidetailed survey, with analysis of the air photographs supplemented by field
work with not less than one soil sampling site per square kilometre»
Th©
soils map was drawn on the scale of Is25,000 and it was deoided to produo©
a land olass map at Is50,000 for the sake of uniformity with other areas
and beoause it is simpler and more convenient for the engineers and
economists to use.
The more detailed field work means that the land class
map oan also be more detailed, for example, Class 5 laad is shorn separately,
A full report on the soils is in preparation in Portuguese»
Further
information is available in the reoonnaissasoe report and in the files of
the "Grupo de Irrigacao do Sao Francisoo™ of the Superintendêneia do
Desenvolvimento do ïïordeste (SUDEUE).
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2.

general
The 55,000 ha of this areastretoh from 2^ km west to 2^ km east of
Petrolina, in a strip 3 to 12 km wide, separated from the river in the vest
by a belt of infertile sands but in the east ooming down to the river. The
area therefore extends up to 20 km from the river.
The general height of
the land is between 380 and 395 % that is 20-35 m above the river level.
The 405 m oontour was taken as the limit for engineering reasons, whioh
exoluded a small part of the area shown on the reoonnaissanoe map.
The area is generally gently undulating with slopes of less than 2 peroent.
There are, however, some small rooky inselbergs, and some hills
within the area and the boundaries of it are usually marked by hilly land.
The sands near the river are very flat and the latosol soils are also smooth.
The land surfaoe with these soils on is, however, broken by numerous wide
flat valleys (often with an inoised stream bed) in whioh the soils, though
superficially similar to the upland soils, have strong reversible oementation
in their lower layers.
The lowest parts of the valleys have ill-drained and
periodically flooded depressions (lagoas) with hydromorphio soils and
flood-resistent vegetation.
The climate is as desoribed in the reoonnaissanoe report with irregular
rainfall of 200-1000 mm per annum falling mostly in storms between November
and April.
The'vegetation is naturally a dense oaatinga (exoept on the
sands where it is lower and more open) but there has been much clearing in
this region and although the olearings are only oooasionally cultivated,
they maintain open spaces for many years.
Acoess within the region is generally fairly good as there are several
main roads and many traoks except in the north-western part.

3.

Mapping units
Class 2 land - This inoludes all the areas mapped as 37A and 27A soils,
that is the deep sandy latosols and those with the gravelly oonoretionary
layer at 50-150 om from the surfaoe.
All the variations of these soils are
found, but the majority of the soils are of the lighter-textured sort,
i.e. conditions will be more oomparable to plots 2 and 1 at the Bebedouro
experimental station than to plot 3 over most of the area.
The proportion
of 27A soils is greater than in the PB area.
Class 3 land - These are the areas with little of the deep 37A soils,
mostly the moderately deep 27A soils (usually of the light-textured 27AA
type) and with notable inclusions of the 27SBC, shallow, gravelly soils.
They also are generally smooth lying but broken by some hills and inselbergs.
Only small areas were mapped in this olass, the majority of the upland soils
being deep enough for Class 2.
Class 3 dtk land - This inoludes all the alluvial land along the river.
It is mostly confined to the eastern end of the area and even there is
generally rather narrow and with many rook outorops and ill-drained areas.
In the western section the alluvium, besides being separated from the
Class 2 land by 7 km of sand, is generally extremely limited as the sand
often desoends abruptly into the river.
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Class 5 land - These are the sandy regosols (10A, 20A, 20B soils).
They contain only 3 to 8 percent olay and are generally very acid, infertile,
and droughty.
Such soils are oultivated in other parts of the world
(e.g. for groundnuts in West Afrioa) and would steadily improve if silty
water were applied, and also fertilizers.
Whether they oan be economically
developed by irrigation is, however, open to doubt.
Class 5d land - This inoludes all the soils of the valleys exoept where,
beoause of extensive and obvious stoniness and rockiness or extensive shalloir
sands, the land oan be plaoed in Class 6.
The Class 5 land itself is very
heterogeneous, with patches of stony, shallow, rocky and saline and alkali
soils.
The most extensive, and the most interesting agriculturally, are
the moderately deep sands or sandy loams overlying reversibly-oemented pans
of sand or sandy olay texture (23A, 23AB, 23B). These soils are generally
on gentle slopes, very acid in the upper layers but neutral, and sometimes
alkali, in the oemented layers.
It is not known how they will react to
irrigation, but there is an obvious drainage problem, and probably severe
alkalinity and erosion hazards.
There is a strip of somewhat similar soils
near the lagoa on the Bebedouro experimental station and some more in the FB
area where they are lumped with the 37BC soils.
Besides these soils there are some with shallow grayish sands over
oolumnar and sodium rich clay (35AB) and near the eastern boundary some
with shallow reddish sand over reddish or olive brown calcareous olay
(22B).
These soils, particularly the latter, may have some potential for
agriculture.
Near the stream beds there are narrow strips of alluvial soils usually
deep, friable, sandy loams (6A), but with some saline soils (6aA). Frequently
however, even up to the banks of the riaohos there is oementation in the
lower layers.
In general the very heterogeneity of these areas is inimical to irrigation development.
Detailed survey may make it possible to select
sufficiently extensive traots of the better soils which oan be developed in
conjunction with the upland soils, provided that trials show that the difficulties can be overcome, and that irrigation on the uplands does not cause a
deterioration of conditions in the depressions.
The ill-drained soils of the lagoas are commonly heavy olay, usually
neutral in reaotion and sometimes alkali in the lower layers.
They may
have some potential for speoial crops.
Class 6 land - This is all the non-irrigable land.
It inoludes hills,
shallow and rooky soils, gravelly soils, both on the uplands and in the
valleys (27SBC and 27SC) and shallow sandy soils (4.OAB).
None of these
areas offer any prospects for irrigation on agriculture.
3«

Conolusions

The areas of the land classes are as follows1
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
3dtk
5
5d

Class 6
';

27A, 37A soils
27A (27SBC) soils
1A, 7A, I M , 35AB, 17CB
10A, 20A, 20B
23A, 23AB, 23B, 35A, 22B,
17CD, 27SC, 6A, 6aA
27SBC, 27SC, 17CD, Mountains,
40AB, 35AB
Total

17,000
1,600
2,000
11,850

ha
ha
ha
ha

18,200 ha
, 4,?00 ha
55,550 ha
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The irrigable Class 2, 3 and 3dtk lands oover 20,600 ha or 36 percent
of the total area.
Very small parts of the Class 2, larger parts of the
Class 3 and muoh of the Class 3dtk land will not in praotioe be irrigable.
On the other hand, parts of the Class 5cL land probably oan be developed.
Suoh areas oan be separated to some extent on the air photographs, but
aoourately only by detailed survey.
The area is a promising one for irrigation development as it has a
large aoreage of Class 2 land, even though this is broken into soattered
blocks of land by the valleys.
It is so extensive that many different
possibilities for development exist, for example, the eastern seotion near
the river may be developed first, before the areas further upstream. The
more detailed information available in the 01SF records may assist in suoh
deoisions.
There seem to be only slight possibilities of expansion beyond the
limits shown.
There are some small areas above the 405 m contour line,
and some limited traots of Class 2 and 3 land to the west towards Sobradinho,
and, of course, there are the 20,000 ha of the sandy regosols if these
should ever prove developable.
Conditions here are in general fairly similar to those in the PB area,
exoept that, as already mentioned, there is a larger proportion of the
lighter-textured, and of the moderately-deep soils, and the valleys and
lagoas are more important, and split up the irrigable land muoh more.
C.

Area PD - Expanded Legend to the Land Class Map (Map 5)
1.

Introduction
The map of the land classes—' based on soil conditions, was prepared
by photo analysis extrapolating from other similar areas studied in more
detail, and using suoh other information as was available.
More detailed
descriptions of the methods used and of the soil units are given in the _
general report, and the original data are filed with the Grupo de Irrigaoao
do Sao Francisoo of the STJDENE.

2.

General
The area is situated 7 km north-east of Petrolina and 30 km southwest of Santa Maria da Boa Vista.
The limits shown on the reoonnaissanoe
map inoluded 15,790 ha of class A land, but a total of about 32,000 ha was
studied in a strip 30 km long and 4-15 km wide.
The altitude is 350-380 mt
that is up to 30 m above the river.
Climatic oonditions are similar to
those described in the reoonnaissanoe soil survey report with rainfall of
200-1000 mm falling in storms from November to April.
The vegetation is a
dense oaatinga with few olearings, but there are many paths and traoks
whioh assist the survey.
The topography is generally smooth with slopes
of less than 1 peroent, but rises to the mountains in the north.
The area is, in general, similar to the nearby PB area but the valleys
with their poor soils occupy a greater proportion of the land and there are
more of the stony aoils.

Land olasses after the system of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Manual, Vol. 5, Irrigated Land Use, 1961.
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Class 2 land - Ulis includes the deep and moderately-deep sandy
latosol soils 37A and 27A.
There are also small inclusions of the poorer
drained 37BC soils in the minor valleys and drainage lines, and also
perhaps some small ooourrenoes of the stony 27SBC and shallow 17CD soils.
The land is fairly smooth and gently sloping but the slopes are out
by wide flat valleys.
The soils are generally well drained and easily
tilled but are aoid below the surfaoe and have a low fertility status and
exohange capacity and low water-holding capacity.
Drainage difficulties
may be experienced on the shallower soils.
The vegetation is very dense
and surfaoe stoniness may exist in patches.
In the eastern part of the area, near Barro Alto, there are deep soils
but mostly of the very sandy sort (37AA).
Further west the soils tend to
be only moderately deep.
Class 3 land - This includes the area where it is thought that the
moderately deep sandy latosol soils overlying a compact gravelly layer
(27A) are general and the deep 37A soils are of lesser extent.
The topography is satisfactory but the gravelly layer restriots the volume of soil
for root development and may oause drainage difficulties.
Here too there
are more inclusions of the shallow stony soils.
The area west of Vermolhos has moderately deep and deep, rather finetextured soils (with patches of shallow soils) but towards the east many
of the Class 3 soils are rather sandy and tend towards the shallow end of
depth range, with more shallow soils and some rock outcrops.
Clans 3dtk land - This inoludes all the alluvial soils both of the
river Sao Franoisoo and of the main tributaries as well as the associated
oolluvial soils.
The situation here is similar to that of the PB area
where these soils were divided and described in more detail.
The ohief
difference seems to be that there is more ill-drained land here.
The land along the river is classed as 3 because the majority of the
3oils are deep, porous, recent alluvium, medium-textured in the surfaoe
and fine-textured in the lower layers (1A). Their drainage is at present
poor as shown by the strong mottling in the lower layers, and they are
occasionally subject to flooding.
The topography is generally rather
uneven with only short, smooth slopes.
There may also be some small areas
of coarse and medium-textured soils (7A).
Included with these soils, however, are some whioh would be properly
classified as Class 6 (non-irrigable) or Class 5 (non-irrigable without
further researoh).
Such are the low lying, poorly drained, olayey soils
(lAd) of the back swamp areas, and the transitional zone between the upland
and alluvial soils with a varied group of soils with ooarse-textured
surfaces over fine-textured, oompaot or indurated, sub-soils, some with
high magnesium or sodium contents.
Flood protection, drainage and
reolamation may be possible for some of these soils in association with
cultivation of the upland soils, but difficulties and oosts are formidable.
Much of the land along the larger riaohos is cleared and partly
cultivated and for this reason is inoluded as Class 3 land.
There are
some areas of medium-textured porous alluvial ( 6 A B ) soils but the topography
is uneven, there are occasional floods and there may be some salinization
in plaoes.
Most of the area, however, has oolluvial soils of moderate
depth with sandy surfaoes over hard or indurated sub-soils (37BC, 35AB, 23AB).
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Shallow soils and rook outorops are also common.
Gully and sheet erosion
are oommonly severe.
Seleoted parts of these lands may he satisfactorily
developed in association with the upland irrigation.
Development on all these lands oan hardly be started without detailed
investigations.
A detailed survey would separate a good deal of Class 6
land and some Class 5 land whioh would require researoh as to its
reolamability.
At present it is enough to know that probably 50-70 percent
of the total area of this unit may be added to the productive irrigable land.
Class 6 land - The Class 6 lands are not differentiated but inolude
all the areas whioh are not suitable for irrigation development, such as
rocky areas, and also some whioh are not suitable but whioh might merit
further research in the future, suoh as the deep sandy soils.
Besides
the mountains the following soil conditions are inoluded.
The
(27SBC).
may have
oocupied
surface,

most abundant non-irrigable soils are the very gravelly ones
They are often slightly higher than the surrounding land and
steep or smooth slopes.
With up to 80 peroent of the soil
by gravel and/or iron concretions, and frequently with a very stony
these soils are not suited to irrigation or agriculture generally.

Of muoh less importance in this area are areas with shallow soils
(17CD) and rook outorops.
Associated with them are some moderately deep,
grayish, sandy soils (40AB) but these are also not very oommon here.
In the depressions there are various more or less ill-drained and
frequently indurated soils.
The intermittent lakes (lagoas) shown on the
map, mostly have heavy d a y soils but with some sandy-surfaoed soils (35AB)
and some stony soils (27SC) on their borders.
They are poorly drained
and subjeot to flooding (perhaps increasingly with irrigation on the uplands)
and sometimes have a high sodium content.
Drainage is hardly possible.
They may have speoial uses such as for bamboo or in some oases paddy rioe.
The other low-lying areas around the lagoas and in the wide flat valleys and
drainage lines have sandy-surfaced soils with various unfavourable sub-soil
conditions such as compaot gravel and oonoretions (27SC) indurated sand
(23AB) or d a y (23B), or sodium-rioh d a y (35AB).
Some parts of these
soils may be reolamable and moderately productive in association with the
upland soils.
4.

Conclusions
The areas of the land classes are as followst
Class 2 land
Class 3 land
Class 3dtk land

Class 6

37A and 27A s o i l s
27A s o i l s
Alluvial s o i l s 1A, lAd, 7A,
6A, 35A
Total . .
27SBC, 23AB and B, 27SC,
41A, 35A soils
Total ..
..

4»600 ha
5,700 ha
5.700 ha
16,000 ha
16.000 ha
32,000 ha
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The total irrigable land is therefore 16,000 ha or 50 percent of the
overall total of about 32,000 ha.
The 10,300 ha of irrigable latosol soils
amount to 40 peroent of the upland soils studied (or 65 percent of the
reconnaissance PB areas).
It must be remembered that the Class 2 land mayinclude some small drainage lines with poorer soils and that parts of the
Class 3 and a large part of the 3dtk land may not be irrigable.
On the
other hand, some of the 6dtk land may ultimately be developed for irrigation.
Experience on the Bebedouro experimental station and on the PB area
will be applicable here, as conditions and problems are fairly similar. The
chief difference is the separation of the good land into isolated blocks,
evidently a larger proportion of the sandier latosol soils (37AA and 37AB)
and of wide extents of moderately deep soils(27A).
Detailed research and
experimentation are required before development begins.
The farm of the
bishop of Petrolina is situated here (mostly on very gravelly soil) and his
attempts at development may provide useful experience.
The prospects of enlarging the irrigated perimeter to take in surrounding soils when the area shown has been developed are not good.
Apart from
the valley of the Pontal^the surrounding soils are very unfavourable.
Area PE - Expanded Legend to the Land Class Map (Map 6)
1.

Introduction
The map of land classes^/ was prepared by analysis of the air photographs,
extrapolating from similar areas and helped by a few pits made in the area
during the reconnaissance survey.
The soils mentioned here are to be described in detail, with analyses, in a general report.
When this traot was classified in the reconnaissanoe survey, the
scattered patches of better soils were assumed to cover a wider area.

2.

General
\

The area is situated 10-25 km north-west of Santa Maria da Boa Vista,
The area of latosol soils is 950 ha, which may be extended to inólude some
valley soils (170 ha).
The alluvial soils are separated by hills and
stony and sandy soils (27SBC and 40AB).
The altitude is 15-25 m above the
river level (352 n>).
The climate conditions are similar to those desoribed
in the reconnaissanoe soil survey report.
The vegetation is a very dense
oaatinga except in the valleys which have been cleared.
Conditions here are not very similar to those elsewhere beoause the
soils are in small patohes and inolude few deep soils.

3-

Mapping units
Class 3 land - These are the moderately deep sandy latosol soils (27A)
with 50-150 m of loamy»sand to sandy clay loam over a gravelly and oonoretionary layer.
The land is gently undulating with slopes of less than
2 peroent for the most part.
In the western part the soils are over
100 cm deep and rather fine textured, but in the eastern valleys the soils
are sandier and shallower with patches of very shallow soils and some
induration in the lower layers.

Land olasses according to the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Manual of
Irrigated Land Use, Vol. 5»> I960.
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Class 3 dtk land (valleys) - This inoludes the soils in the Riaoho das
Gracas many of which are already farmed.
It seems likely that 6A soils
oocur near the stream and some 23AB and perhaps 35AB soils on the slopes.
A detailed survey would be required to map them.
Uneven and short slopes,
erosion, impeded drainage and shallow and alkali soils are likely to hamper
irrigation and agriculture.
Class 3dtk land - The alluvial soils here are separated from the upland
soils by a strip of hilly land and associated poor soils and so must be
developed as a separate undertaking.
In general they seem to be exceptionally poorly drained, with many semi-permanent lakes, and with very uneven
topography.
Glass 6 land - The rest of the land has not been differentiated.
It
includes hilly land with shallow soils, very gravelly and stony soils and
ahallow sandy soils (4OAB) and solodized solonotzic soils (35AB) on
smoother topography.
It offers little attraction for irrigation.
Near
Boa Vista there is an agricultural station of the Sao Franoisoo Valley
Commission, situated on shallow and moderately deep soils on undulating
land olose to the river.
Underlying this small area is a base rioh rook
which gives rise to a rather rioher soil, on which considerable suooess
seems to have been achieved with grapes and perhaps vegetables and algoroba.
Expansion of the vineyards (if successful) will not be easy and will require
oareful selection of soil conditions.
Grapes are also being successfully
grown on the alluvium east of Boa Vista.
4.

Conclusions
The areas of land olasses shown are as follows«
3

27A soils

950 ha

3 dtk (valleys)

6A, 23AB, 35AB soils

170 ha

3 dtk

Alluvial soils, IA, lAd, 7A

950 ha

In general, soil conditions here are not very promising for irrigation
development.
The proximity of Eoa Vista may make a small projeot worthwhile if it is economically sound.
Area PG - Expanded Legend to the Land Class Map (Map 7)

1.

Introduction
The map 3how3 the land classes based on soil conditions which were
mapped by photo analysis extrapolating from similar areas studied in more
detail.
Pits and information from the reconnaissance survey helped.
More detailed accounts of the methods used and of the soil units are given
in a general report.
Additional data are available in the reoords of the
Grupo de Irrigacao do Sao Prancisoo.

2,

General
The area i s s i t u a t e d 15 km s o u t h - e a s t of Veneza on the main Petrolina—
Parnamirim road and 12 km n o r t h of Orocó on the r i v e r .
I t i s 30 km from
Boa Vista and 45 from Cabrobó".
I t covers a t o t a l of 27,000 ha in a 15 by
25 km t r a c t of land.
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It is situated 12-30 km from the river (with hilly land In between).
The altitude of the river is about 335 m.
Most of the land is above
375 m, with very small areas below 355 n»» a*1«* with a considerable area in
the north-west over 400 m high.
Thus, most of the land is at least 40 m
above the river.
It lies just to the west of the Riaoho da Brigida, whioh is one of the
larger streams with some flow of water every year and a fairly wide flood
plain.
This stream is at an altitude of about 343 m where it enters the
area.
The possibilities of using the rather small quantities of relatively
poor quality riaoho water for irrigation do not seem very good.
The better class land is gently undulating with slopes of 0.5 to 2 percent in general though rather steeper in the south.
The Class 6 land is
in general strongly undulating and broken, eroded, stony land, but includes
some flatter areas of sandy shallow soils.
The climate is as desoribed in the reoonnaissanoe report with rainfall
varying from 200-1000 mm and falling in storms during the period from
November to April.
The vegetation is mostly dense oaatinga.
There are
few farms or olearings.
Roads are infrequent and aocess is generally poor.
Mapping units
Class 2 land - This inoludes the areas where the deep sandy latosol
soils (37A) predominate with some of the moderately deep soils (27A) and
few shallow gravelly (27SBC) or poorly drained (37BC) soils.
Tbc soils are yellowish red, sands at the surfaoe beooming gradually
more fine textured with depth.
Most have sandy loam within a metre of
the rurfaoe (37AB soils) and some are sandy d a y loam (37BB soils). They
are very aoid below the surfaoe.
The slopes are smooth with little
erosion at present.
Soil conditions are generally similar to those on the Bebedouro
experimental station.
Low mineral nutrient status and exchange oapaoity,
and low moisture-holding capaoity are the main problems.
Class 3 land - This is the land with mostly moderately deep sandy
latosol soils (27A) but with small patohes of shallow gravelly soils
(27SBC) and only a small proportion of deep soils (37A).
The soils are reddish yellow, sand at the surfaoe and Bandy loam to
heavy sandy d a y loam below.
Between 50 and 150 cm of the surface is a
compact layer of quartz gravel and iron ooncretions with an undulating
upper limit.
Where this layer oomes to the surface the gravelly 27SBC
soils ooour, and where it is below I50 cm the deep 37A soils.
These soils
also are very aoid below the surfaoe (and often even at the surfaoe) and
often show signs of impeded drainage above the gravelly layer.
The land is generally gently sloping but some steeper slopes ooour and
have slight sheet and gully erosion associated with them.
For agriculture
these soils have the same limitations as the 37A soils but in addition have
restricted rooting depth and impeded drainage (though the gravelly layer is
not completely impervious to either roots or water except where it is
oemented with an iron-rich cement).
Improved drainage will be oostly
beoause of this layer.

-58Hooding of riachos and poor access limited field oheoking hut it seems
that the map in trying not to miss any Class 3 land adds some inclusions of
poorer soils, particularly near the Riaoho da Brfgida.
The soils on these
narrow remnants of the latosol mantle near the transition to the non-oaloio
brown soils tend to be slightly more eroded, shallower and indurated in the
lower layers than those further west.
Class 3 dtk land - This includes all the soils of the flood plain and
valley of the Riaoho da Brfgida, which naturally continue outside the area
shown.
The soils included are pale brown medium-textured porous alluvial
soils ( 6 A ) sometimes with saline or oemented lower layers, some heavy d a y
soils (41A), and the oolluvial and partly oolluvial soils on the slopes
which are mostly moderately deep but with abrupt transitions from sandy
surfaoe to columnar, more or less alkali, clay (35-AB) °r to oemented layers
23ABJ and hydroraorphic layers (37BC).
There are also some shallow soils
17CD; and outorops.

Ï

The topography is gently sloping but with some steeper slopes and with
general raheet erosion and some severe gully erosion.
The alluvium is flat
only in small areas as the rest is cut by braided stream channels and by
rock outorops.
The presence of perennial water is an attraction and muoh of the valley
has been cleared-for paddocks and cultivation.
There is almost no irrigation (except for a few patches of onions).
The topographic and soil
conditions are not very good for irrigation, as restricted depth and saline
and alkali conditions may restrict production and oause drainage problems.
The soils are varied and development should be preceded by detailed investigations.
These might add perhaps 50 percent of the total surfaoe to the
irrigable area.
Class 6 land - This inoludes all land whioh is not suitable as far as
oan be determined at present, for irrigation development.
It is left
undifferentiated and inoludes mountainous land, rock outcrops, shallow soils,
very gravelly soils (27SBC), moderately deep sandy (and gravelly) soils
(4OAB), solodized nolonetzic soils (35ÄB), and in this area perhaps small
occurrences of the shallow and moderately deep non-calcic brown soils (22B).
It is believed that none of this would repay further investigation except
perhaps where engineering studies indicate the desirability of making use
of very poor soils.
Conclusions
The areas of the land classes are as follows]
Class 2
Class 3
Class 3dtk
Class 6

37A (27A) soils
27A (some 17SBC) soils
Alluvial and oolluvial soils,
6AB, 35AB, e t c
Mountains, 17CD, 4OAB, 35AB,
27SBC soils
Total ..
..

920 ha
7,420 ha
2,400 ha
16,260 ha
27,000 ha

The total potentiality irrigable land is therefore 10,740 ha or
40 peroent of the total area.
This is a low proportion of the 26,750 ha
shown on the reconnaissanoe map.
It must be remembered, too, that considerable parts of the Class 3dtk and small parts of the Class 3 land are
likely to prove unsuitable for irrigation though they oannot be separated by
the methods and on the scale used.
The altitude and distance from the
river are also unfavourable factors here.
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Experience on the Bebedouro experimental station and the PB pilot area
will be applicable here up to a point.
The traots of good land are muoh
soattered, however, and there is a much lower proportion of the deep soils.
ITaturally, detailed research, experimentation and survey are required before
development begins.
If it is desired to extend the irrigated area at a later date it
appears that there are further areas of similar good soils east of the
Riacho Brigida comprising 3-4000 ha in the PH area to the north, and another
possible 5-6000 ha to the south-west which provide an incomplete link with
the PJ area.
F.

Qrumusol Plateau and Periphery - Expanded Legend
to Soil and Land Clas3 Map (Haps 8 and 9'V
1.

Introduction
The map shows the land olasses of the grumusols plateau (areas oalled
CE, CP, CG) and its periphery (areas oalled CB, CC, CH) and covers 172,150 ha.
The areas CB (18,000 ha), CH (22,000 ha) and northern part of CE (10,000 ha)
were mapped by full semi-detailed soil surveys at the scale 1:25,000. The
land classes of the rest were mapped by photo interpretation extrapolating
from the former areas.
Pits and information from the reconnaissanoe survey
helped and more observations were made along the roads and tracks for a
rapid field ohecking of the photo interpretation.
The map covers the areas of Fazenda Ilandacaru (375 ba) and Fazenda
Pavela (I850 ha) which were mapped in detail (1:10,000) for locating an
experimental station and a pilot area.
More detailed accounts of the
methods used and of the soil units are civen in a general report about the
semi-detailed surveys.
Additional data are available in the reconnaissance
survey report and in the records of the Grupo de Irrigacao do Sao Prancisoo,
SUDEÏÏE, Reoife.

2.

Genoral
The area is situated on the right bank of the Sao Francisco river in the
Bahia State, mainly between the Rio Salitre and the Riacho Poco Comprido.
It extends southwards up to 50 km from the river and 140 metres above it.
The area is crossed by the railway and the Juazeiro-Salvador road. The
area CH is crossed by the roads Juazeiro-Curaca.
The area CB by the road
Juazeiro-Santa Sé".
The basin of the Riacho Tourao is nearly all within
the area.
The tributaries are not permanent except the Rio Salitre.
The area is formed by a limestone plateau lying on a metamorphio
basement whioh appears in the periphery, in some of the valleys cut into
the plateau and in the form of isolated inselberg.
The plateau is mostly covered by deep clayey soils (grumusols) with
sparse to open oaatinga type of vegetation with a nearly flat topography
with regular slope down towards the north of 0.5 percent.
The soils of
the peripheral zones are mainly intergrades between the grumusols and
the sandy latosol soils of the surrounding areas with a more undulating
relief with slopes up to 2.5 percent and a dense oaatinga.
The general
olimate is desoribed in the reconnaissance report as semi-arid.
It is
assumed that the average rainfall inoreases southwards, but irregularity
is such that the average has no meaning - rainfall varying between 200 and
1000 mm falling in storms during the period of November to April.
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3o

Mapping units
Class 2 land - Ibis inoludes the areas where the deep olayey grumusols
predominate with a few dispersed rook and stony inolusions.
The soils are
olive "brown to olive gray, deep olays becoming more oompaot and heavy at
depth.
Some are olive brown with a self-mulohing surfaoe (52) or with a
more massive top soil (53)«
Another massive type is more grayish (55)
(see General Report).
Isolated inolusions of rooky soils are oommonly
found (54).
Soil conditions of the experimental station of Mandaoaru are generally
representative of the main soil types encountered on the plateau, with low
fertility, heavy texture (40-60 percent olay), but with high oation exohange
and water-holding capacity and generally very slight salinity in the lowest
horizons.
This type of land oovers large regular areas - 2,000 to 20,000 ha
in extent.
Class 2x land - This is the land of the peripheral zones where the deep
intergrades between latosol soils and grumusols are found on regular nearly
flat or very gently sloping topography without stone limitations.
The soils are deep, reddish yellowish brown and their texture varies
from heavy sandy loam to sandy olay in the surfaoe and sandy olay to olay in
the sub-soil.
They usually have mottling with iron or lime oonoretions
below 1 metre and oommonly present a stone line below 1.50 m.
The soils
are slightly aoid or neutral at the surfaoe and become slightly alkaline
towards the bottom.
The oompaotion increases with depth.
The range of soils varies from the heavy grumusol non-oaloio brown
intergrades, such as 5&Aa, to the heavy kinds of latosol soils.
Some small temporary lakes and depressions are commonly found in these
soils.
The main limitations are a low fertility status and the drainage
problems which may arise under irrigation.
The size of the areas varies
from 200 to 900 ha.
Class 3 land - This land olass conoerns the areas of the plateau whioh
are more marginal for irrigation.
The soils are mainly the same as in
Class 2 but with a higher proportion of stony rooky patches, the depth
oommonly limited to 1 m to 1,50 m and/or with 1 to 1,5 peroent slopes having
great erosion hazard at the edge of the valleys.
The size and the distribution of the areas of Class 3 land vary widely.
There are small patches of a few hundred heotares in the periphery and the
upper part of the plateau, wider areas (1 to 5»000 ha) in the rest of the
plateau.
Class 3x land - The soil profiles of this land olass are similar to
those of Class 2x but more limitations are oaused by the surfaoe being
stony and oobbly and the slopes varying from 1 to 2 peroent.
Slight sheet
and gully erosion is observed on this land under natural conditions.
Soms
areas of Class 3x soils have been inoluded in Class 3x beoause of the
•ooourrenoe in plaoes of patohes of more shallow soils whioh were not mappable
from the air photographs.
ft

This land olass is dispersed in small irregular areas of a few hundred
heotares eaoh.
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Class 5 land - These areas oonoern a oomplex of grumusols and solodized
solonetz on nearly flat topography.
The grumusol oomponents of the oomplex are similar to the 55 deep grayish
clays.
The solodized solonetz are either degraded deep 55 soils with a
massive leached sandy d a y loam or sandy clay surfaoe merging to a saline
and alkali, slightly columnar, compact, d a y subsoil (35A), or moderately
deep soils with loamy sandy aoid surface over indurated alkali and saline
sandy d a y s with strong oolumnar struoture (35B).
Both kinds of soil have
a very thin sandy bleached horizon between the surfaoe horizon and the subsoil.
Intergrades are oommonly found in this oomplex of the 35A-35B and
55 soils.
Strong undulating miororelief (gilgai) is general in these areas and
also, in plaoes, stones and boulders, especially in small depressions or
intermittent lakes whioh are also frequent.
Drainage is the main limitation and its feasibility for salt leaohing
remains in doubt.
Salinity, stoniness and rockiness must be surveyed in
detail.
The distribution of this land class is as follows: there are a few
hundred heotares between Pazenda Mandaoaru and Fazenda Favelaj some
patohes of 200 to 1000 ha between Junoo and the Carnaiba-Juremal road
(having some shallow soils); and about 4000 ha east of Juremal with deep
soils and patches free of salts.
Class 5x land - This class conoerns the soils of undetermined suitability
in the peripheral zones.
The value of these areas remains in doubt.
There are some areas with moderately deep, medium to fine-textured soils
58B and 57B.
There are other areas with wider variations of depth including deep
soils and outorops of rook or stony layers (mainly in CB area).
These areas are oommonly a few hundred heotares wide.
Class 6 land - This class groups all land whioh is not suitable, aooording to our present knowledge, for irrigation development.
Undifferentiated»
mountainous land, rook outorops, shallow soils and very gravelly soils, are
inoluded in this olass.
It conoerns also the sloping areas having moderately
deep soils suoh as solodized solonetz, and colluvial grumusol d a y s where
the degree of erosion, stoniness and rookiness is a hindrance to reclamation.
Class 3dtk - This olass does not concern the plateau or the peripheral
areas but the strips of alluvium of^the Sao Pranoisoo valleys and of some of
the main tributaries (Salitre, Touräo, Poco Comprido) whioh are contiguous
to the former areas.
There the Sao Pranoisoo alluvium gives rise mainly to deep pale brown
medium to heavy-textured, porous soils with mottled and sometimes saline
and oemented lower layers.
They are divided by temporary flood channels
of the river where the soils are more olayey, hydromorphic and usually saline,
•by remnants of former levees with very light-textured soils, and by strips
of gravelly soils.
The transition slopes to the uplands are lumped with
the alluvium.
They are covered by intermingled eroded and oolluvial soils0
Solodized solonetz (35B) soils also are oommonly found in the transitions
as veil as very shallow soils with rook outorops, and stony layers.
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The alluvium of the tributaries differs from those of the Sao Francisco
by the presenoe of heavier soils especially grumueol grayish d a y s which are
usually saline.
In both oases the main limitations are the uneven topography with
braided channels and levees, the drainage,beoauae of the risk of temporary
flooding and waterlogging ,and, in plaoes, the salinity.
However, those
limitations oan betin general^ overoome as shown by the farms on the main river
bank and the station of the Salitre.
4.

Conclusions
The areas of the land olasses are as follows!
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Cla3s
Class

2
2x
3
3x
3dtk
5
51
6

The total potentially irrigable
land is therefore

55»250
5»900
17,400
9»250
3,450
9,650
9,550
61,600

ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha

91,350 ha

It oomprises 19,100 ha in the area CH and the lower part of CO below
the 420 meter oontour, and 6,300 ha in the area CB below the 430 meter
oontour.
Extensions of the irrigable areas would be possible by the reclamation
of Class 5 land and on land in the immediate vicinity of Juazeiro and along
the Juazeiro-Carnaiba road.
The rest of the unmapped area around Juazeiro
is oomposed mainly of shallow, stony and sandy soils and therefore does not
offer valuable possibilities of extension.
The details of the features and development prospects of this wide and
oomplex area are expounded in the general report.
In addition, oomplete
soil reports in Portuguese for the areas CH, CB and CE are in preparation
by the soil seotion of OISF.
The CC area (12,700 ha) (shown on Map 9) provides more than
Class 2x land and 2,800 ha of Class 3x land.
This are has soil
similar to those of the CB peripheral area but being higher than
isolated from the main part of the plateau by the Salitre valley
doubtful possibilities of development.

450 ha of
features
CB and
has very

Area BA - Expanded Legend to the Land Class Map (Map 10)
1.

Introduction
The map shows the land classes based on soil conditions whioh were
mapped by photo interpretation extrapolating from similar areas studied in
more detail. Fits and information from the reconnaissance survey helped and
several days were spent checking the map in the field. More detailed aooounts
of the methods used and of the soil units are given in a general report.
Additional data are available in the Grupo de Irrigacao do Sao Franoisoo of
the SUPENE.
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2.

General
The area is situated 30 km east of Juazeiro and 50 km south-west of
Curaca.
A large part of the BA area shown on the reconnaissanoe map was
eliminated for engineering reasons and the remaining area oovers 24,850 ha
In a traot of land 15 km wide along the river hank and extending 14 km haok.
The river is at an altitude of about 355
to 30 m above it extending up to 400 m.

m and

- most of the land is 15 a

The slopes are gentle mostly between 0.5 and 2 percent, though with
steeper slopes near the hills in the south.
The climate is as desoribed in the reconnaissanoe report with irregular
rainfall varying from 200-1000 mm from November to April. " The vegetation
is dense oaatinga except on the alluvium and there are few farms or fields.
The Juazeiro-Curaca road is in poor condition, but access along tracks within
the area is fairly good.
3.

Mapping units
Class 2 land - This includes the areas where deep soils predominate
with some moderately deep soils and few shallow gravelly (27SBC) or poorly
drained soils (37BC).
The soils are in general of a latosol type (37A
and 27AB) but in this area they are generally of the heavier-textured type
(37BB) and there are also some non-oaloio brown soils (58A).Ä/ The former
soils are slightly aoid at the surface and very aoid below, whereas the
latter are slightly alkaline in the subsoil.
There are a good many intergrade soils.
The slopes are smooth and there is little surfaoe erosion.
Soil conditions are generally similar to those on plot 3 at Bebedouro
experimental station, but with considerable areas similar to those in the
peripheral zones of the grumusols, though without erosion or much stoniness.
A small area of flat alluvial land has also been put into Class 2 in
this area.

1

Class 3 land - This is the land with mostly moderately-deep soils
(50-150 om) and with small patohes of shallow gravelly soils, and few deep
soils.
These soils are mostly of latosolio type (27A and 37A) and, though
many of them are of heavy texture, some of the light-textured soils (27AA.)
are also found.
Class 3dtk land - The alluvial land here, although it includes some
. deep, flat and relatively well-drained land which is plaoed in Class 2,
also inoludes a lot of shallow, rooky and eroded soils leaving only a very
thin strip of deep alluvium along the river, particularly in the west.
A detailed survey would distinguish a good deal of Class 6 and Class 5 land,
here, probably more than 50 peroent.
Class 6 land - This non-irrigable land inoludes some hilly areas but
mostly land with gravelly soils (27SBC} or shallow sands overlying gravel
(40AB) or oompaot columnar d a y s (35AB).
The depressions^, areas have
sand over oemented clays (23AB) and heavy ill-drained d a y s in the lagoaa
. (41A), besides rook outorops and some stony soils (27SC).
In general,
conditions in the depressional areas are rather unfavourable oompared, for
example, to the PA area, and detailed surveys would probably show moat of
the land in Class 6 with relatively little in Class 5 with some prospect
of irrigation.
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4.

Conolusions
The areas of the land olasses are as followst
Class 2
Class 3
Class 3dtk
Class 6

37A, 5ÖA, (27A) soils
27A (some 27SBC) soils
Alluvial and colluvial soils 1A,
7A, laA, lAd, 35AB, 17CD
Hills, 17CD, 27SBC, 40AB, 35AB,
23AB soils
Total ..

..

2,000 ha
6,500 ha
2,000 ha
14,350 ha
24,850 ha

The total potentially irrigable land is 10,500 ha or 42 poroent of the
area.
Of this, however, some of the Class 3 land and much of the Class 3dtk
land is likely to prove unsuitable for irrigation.
The low height above the river and nearness to it, and the soils whioh
are not so excessively light or acid as in some other areas, make this one
of the most favourable areas for development.
Experience at Bebedouro
experimental station should be of value here on the latosol soils.
The
non-oalcic brown soils are likely to reaot differently, probably having a
more serious drainage problem and perhaps more erosion trouble, but being
more responsive to treatments raising their fertility, and more economically
irrigable beoause of the higher water-holding capacity.
If this zone is
developed first,experience here might be useful on the 58AB soils in the
grumusols peripheral zone, or contrariwise, experience there oould be useful
here.
Detailed surveys before development and olose oontrol of soil conditions under irrigation are particularly necessary here.
If it is desired to extend the perimeter in the future, the area to
the south, at present eliminated for engineering reasons, contains some more
good soils.
Apart from this the surrounding areas appear unfavourable
though there may be some isolated small patches of irrigable soils to east
and west.
H.

Area BB - Expanded Legend to Soil and Land Class Map (Map 11)
1,

Introduction

The map of land classes was prepared by analysis of the air photographs,
extrapolating from s i a i l a r latosol s o i l areas.
P i t s and information from
the reoonnaissanoe survey helped and more observations were made along the
roads and traoks for a rapid field checking of the photo-interpretation.
l8,600 ha were limited by the reoonnaissanoe survey and semi-detailed
survey oovered 32,700 ha inoluding the narrow a l l u v i a l s t r i p .
2.

General

,

The area is situated on the right bank of the Sao Franoisoo river in
the Bahia State, about 53 km north-east of Juazeiro and about 15 km southwest of Curaoa.
The area extends up to 20 km from the river and 55 metres
above it.
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The main part of the arable land of the BB area has oharaoteristios
similar to those desorihed in the General Report with arable patohes of
upland separated by a network of depressions and thalwegs.
However, it
is separated from the alluvium (whioh is narrow and disoontinuous) by hilly
and mountainous land.
Many other hills and inselbergs ooour in the southwestern part of the area.
Eastwards the valley of riacho Curaga has a wide
strip of ohannelled alluvium and eroded slopes.
The north-eastern part of
the area is differentiated by the presenoe of more heavy-textured soils whioh
are similar to those of the periphery of the grumusol plateau.
The climate is as desoribed in the reconnaissance report with irregular
rainfall of 200-1,000 mm per annum falling mostly in storms between November
and April.
The vegetation is a dense oaatinga with very few olearings.
Access within the region is very good as there are many roads and tracks
exoept in the north-eastern part.
Mapping unit3
Class 2 land - This inoludes all the upland areas where deep sandy
latosol soils predominate (37A and deep phases of 27A). All the textural
variations were 'enoountered but the majority is of the medium to heavytextured sort, i.e. similar to the soils of plots 2 and 3 of Bebedouro
station.
The size of the patches varies from 600 to 1,000 ha (average
about 300 ha).
Class 3 land - The upland area having moderately deep soils (27A) with
inclusions of shallow (27SBC) and deep soils (37A) were classified in
Class 3.
The size of the patohes varies from 15 to 600 ha (average about
150 ha).
Class 3s land - This olass was made in order to differentiate the
1,400 ha patch occurring in the north-eastern part of the area.
This
Class 33 land has heavy-textured moderately deep to deep soils whioh are
similar to 58A soils of the peripheral zones of the grumusol plateau. The
land classification and the limits of this area required further study but
the few field observations made so far show some possibility for irrigation
in spite of limitations of stoniness and drainage.
Aooording to the
patterns of the photos, detailed survey may show more heterogeneity.
ClassT3dtk land - The Class 3dtk groups the alluvium of the main river
and of the riacho Curaga.
The alluvial soils of the river are similar
to those desoribed in other areas but they oocupy very narrow, irregular
strips.
In these conditions the alluvial mantle is often not very thick
and the metamorphio basement outorops in plaoes.
The alluvium ofjthe
tributary Curaga is wider (about 1 km) and similar to those of Pogao
Comprido or Riacho Tourao in CH area, with heavy-textured soils (5A) and
limitations of stoniness and topography, and in plaoes, salinity.
Class 6 land - The rest of the area has not been differentiated.
It groups hilly lands with shallow very gravelly and stony soils (27SBC,
17CD) shallow sandy soils (40B) solodized solonetzio soils (35B) near
-riaoho Curaga and the oomplex of the soils of the depressions and thalwegs
with very severe limitations of drainage and a very intrioate distribution.
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4.

Conoluslons
The areas of land classes shown are as follows»
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

2
3
3s
3dtk
6

4,730
3,400
1,400
2,475
20,700

ha
ha
ha
ha
ha

The main limitation to the development of this area is the distribution
of the arable land.
The main part of the arable area is 20 km from the
river and is very patohy.
I.

Area BC - Expanded Legend to the Land Class Map (Map 12)
1.

Introduction
The map shows the land classes based on the soil oonditions whioh were
mapped by photo Interpretation, extrapolating from similar areas and using
pits and information from the reconnaissanoe survey.
The methods used and
the soil units are desoribed in more detail in a generaljreport^and the
original data are in the reoords of the Grupo de Irrigacao do Sao Franoisoo
of the SUDENE.

2.

General
The area is situated 15 km west of Ibó" and 65 km east of Curaca.
Aocess into the area as well as within it is very poor.
The limits on
the reconnaissanoe map included 14,450 ha but the northern part has now
been eliminated.
The river here is at about 330 m altitude and the land
is mostly between 370 and 385 m, reaohing 390 m in one plaoe.
The shortest
dlstanoe to the river is 8 km over very rough ground.
The topography is
gently undulating (slopes of about 1 percent) in.the good land shown but is
very broken and eroded in the surrounding areas.
This is beoause this
region, near the boundary between the latosol and the non-oaloio brown
areas, is undergoing a period of severe natural erosion, which has left
only remnants of the land surfaoe with the deep latosol soils on.
The
vegetation is a dense caatlnga with few olearings or traoks.
The climate,
as desoribed in the reconnaissanoe report, has 200-1,000 mm of rain concentrated in the November to April period.

3.

Mapping units
Class 2 land - This includes the axeas where deep sandy latosol soils
(37A) predominate with some of the moderately deep soils (27A) and only small
patohes of shallow or ill-drained soils.
The soils are yellowish red)
sands at the surfaoe becoming more fine-textured with depth.
Most have
sandy loam within a metre of the surfaoe but few (if any) are of the heaviertextured (37HB) sort.
They are thus similar to plot 2 on the Bebedouro
experimental station, with low mineral nutrient status, exohange oapaoity
and moisture-holding oapaoity being the main problems.
They differ from
the PB area In being split up into blooks of land with stony eroded and illdrained soils in between.
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Class 3 land - This is the area where it is thought that the moderately
deep sandy latosol soils overlying a oompaot gravelly layer (27A) oover most
of the ground with only small areas of the deeper soils (37A) and with some
inclusions of shallow gravelly soils (27SBG).
The topography is satisfactory
hut the restricted rooting depth and the possibility of drainage problems
restriot the probable productivity.
Class 6 land - This non-irrigable land inoludes the very gravelly
soils on the uplands and the ill-drained soils on the low lands.
In this
area the gravelly soils are usually eroded and have very stony surfaces.
The regional drainage of the low-lying land is particularly poor here and
there are many intermittent lakes.
The soils in the valleys seem to be
more gravelly and eroded and shallow than in some other areas and there
seem to be less of the sandy soils with cemented subsoils (23AB and B)
whioh offer some hope of extension of cultivation in conjunction with the
irrigation on the higher land.
4.

Conclusions
The areas of the land classes are as followst
Class 2 land
Class 3 land
Class 6 land

37A and 27A soils
27A soils (37A, 27SBC)
27SBC, 27SC, 41A, 23AB,
23B, 35A soils
Total ..

..

2,170 ha
1,110 ha
6,710 ha
10,000 ha

The 3>290 ha of irrigable land are a third of the area oovered.
This
area inoludes no alluvial soils nor are there any such soils near the river
where the banks are rooky or hilly.
Experience on the Bebedouro experimental station and in the PB area
will be applicable here.
Obviously, general conditions are not so
favourable here and development must await results elsewhere, and until
the other more eligible areas have been made use of.
There are some small isolated areas of sandy latosol soils south of
this area (above 390 m) but in general there are no prospeots of enlarging
the perimeter.
Area FJ - Short Report on a Study of the Land Classes in the PJ Area
1.

Introduction
The reoonnaissanoe survey mapped the PJ area situated 17 km west of
Cabrobo as having 9,300 ha of Class b land of the 17-1 association (nonoaloio brown soils).
It stated that this area is at the junction of the
latosol and non-oaloio brown soil regions and the soils are very mixed and
heterogeneous.
The draft report pointed out that the area is not very
promising and that detailed survey would be necessary to assess its potentialities.
The present study, aimed at mapping the land olasses by air
photo interpretation, oonfirms this opinion.
In most of the IV-1
. association it is simple to separate obvious Class 6 (non-irrigable) land
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suoh as hills and lagoas, but hot possible to make a reliable map of
Class 2 and 3 lands.
This is particularly diffioult in this transition
zone where the soils themselves often do not easily fit into our standard
classification.
Aooordingly, no map has been made but the findings of the
study are reported here as they may prove useful in future assessments.
2.

General
The area is situated between the Rio da Brigida and the Rio do CabrobÓ,
and within about 7 km of the river.
The river here is at about 330 m.
The land inoludes some 1,200 or more heotares of alluvial soils less than
10 m above the river, but most of the upland soils are between 340 and 350 m
altitude ranging up to 360 m.
The slopes of some of the land in the west where the land is of a
latosol type are less than 1 percent but most of the area has slopes of
2-3 peroent or more and of rather short lengths.
Acoess is good and there are many paths in the eastern part but in
the west there is a dense caatinga and few tracks, a situation whioh will
hinder survey.

3é

Soils
The soils suitable for irrigation include an unusually wide stretch
of river alluvium.
Muoh of this is already cultivated especially for
onion growing.
It is well suited to this since many of the soils are
coarse-textured (7A), though there are many fine-textured (1A) and some
ill-drained (lAd) soils.
Salinity seems to be a problem here.
Some of the riachos have bands of alluvial soils ( 6 A B ) of 1/2 km or
more in width.
The topography is not level and there seems to be a considerable salinity problem in these valleys too.
Most of the land is
enolosed as paddocks or farmed for onions and other orops.
In the west there are some rather small areas of latosol soils on
smooth slopes (mostly 27A with some 37A soils).
There are other patohes
of these soils (making up 5-600 heotares) in the Class C land, west of
the area but east of the Rio da Brigida and these form a link with the
P0 area.
Hon-oaloio brown soils cover a considerable area whioh oannot be
determined from the photos.
They oocur in areas which are generally
rather undulating.
Some on flat-ohapadas are moderately deep (10-30 om
of sandy loam over prismatic and angular blocky sandy olay with the
weathered rook at 50-100 om) but many are shallow.
They are here mixed
not only with skeletal (17CB) and sodium rich (35AB) soils, as in the
larger areas of the IV-1 association to the east, but also with very stony
soils.
There are also some occurrences of deep and moderately deep soils
similar to 58AB soils.
These are medium-textured in the surface and
fine-textured below, with increasing oompaotness and pH.
Here they are
sometimes rather stony.
They oannot be distinguished on the photos.
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The Class 6 land inoludes hilly land and very stony areas, which oan
usually be distinguished on the photos and also shallow sandy and sodiumrioh soils whioh often oannot.
4.

Conolusions
In this area there are about 2,000 ha of alluvial soils (already
cultivated) and about 3-5»°00 b-a ot various upland soils whioh may be
developed into an irrigation scheme.
However, most of the upland soils
are of the non-oaloio brown group which are in any oase marginal for
irrigation and which require prolonged experimental work before a deolsion
oan be made about their capability.
The detailed surveys neoessary for
mapping this area prior to planning an irrigation project therefore seem
hardly justified until the productivity of these soils has been tested on
the more extensive tracts of these soils to the east around Belém.
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TABLE 0? SUMMARIZED LABORATORY DATA
Some aoll fertility characteristics of the surface samples (25 cm) of typioal profiles

lumber
of
Samples

Soils

Hluviunei

Orumusolst

pB
BjO

EC .10^
e
lean

Clay - *
Mean

CEC
mea. /lOO g
Xean

Exchangeable E
mea ./100 R
Mean

o.a. £

Arallable - P

*%

(TTUOK) mo./lOO K

Mean • * •

Mean

lean

1

5

4.9 - 5.9

o . l - 0.5

0.2

2-32

16

1 - 19

9

0.2 - 0.4

0.3

0.3 - 1.4

0.7

0.02 - 0.07

0.04

3

1.4 " 4 . 3

2.9

5*

5

6.6 - 8.2

0.2 - 8.0

2.0

27 - 49

35

7-42

27

0.3 - 0.9

0.6

0.3-1.0

0.8

0.04 - 0.07

0.05

4

1.4 - 11

5-4

7

8

5-5 - 8.7

0.1 - 0.5

0.3

7-27

13

8-27

16

0.2 - 0.6

0.3

0 . 3 " 1.6

0.8

0.02 - 0.13 0.07

7

3.4 - 15

7.1

52

17

7.0 - 8.4

0.1 - 0 . 3

0.2

44-69

53

19 - 41

31

0.1 - 1.2

0.3

0.2 - 2.7

0.7

0.04 - 0.15

0.06

12

0.8 - 8.4

3.3

53"

18

6.6 - 8.5 0.1 - 0 . 3

0.2

28 - 55

40- 17 " 29

24

0.2 - 0.6

0.3

0.5 - 0.7

0.6

0.05 - 0.10

0.07

11

0.8 - 3.4

2.2

7

1.4 - 3.8

2-5
2.6

7

6.3 - 7.1

0.1 - 0.4

0.3

9-39

23

9-25

17

0.2 - 0.4

0.3

0.5 - 1.2

0.9

0.03 " 0.08

0.06

58 A

12

4-5 - 7.2

0.1 - 1.0

0.4

12 - 27

19

2 - 9

5

0.2 - 0.5

0.3

0.5 - 1.3

0.7

0.03 " 0.12

0.06

58 B

5

5.0 - 7.8

0.2 - 5.2

1.4

14 " 20

17

7-18

15

0.2 - 1.0

0.6

0.4 - 1.9

0.9

0.02 - 0.09

0.06

5

1.4 - 4.6

27

11

5.0 - 6.7

0.1 - 2.2

0.4

7-23

12

2 - 5

4

0.1 -

0.4

0.3

0.4 - 1.5

0.9

0.03 - 0.12

0.06

5

0.4 - 6.2

3.5

27

21

4.7 - 7.3 0.1 - 0.5

0.3

4-13

9

2 - 7

4

0.1 - 0.4

0.3

0.3 - 2.6

1.0

0.03 - 0.08

0.05

16

0 . 3 - 6.5

3.5

10-20

8

5.4 - 7.2

0.1 - 0.4

0.2

3 -

6

2 " 5

4

0.1 - 0.5

0.2

0.4 - 1.7

0.7

0.02 - 0.08

0.05

40

8

5-3 - 6.5

0.1 - 0.3

0.2

1-12

6

2 - 5

4

0.1 - 0.6

0.3

0 . 3 " 1.3

0.7

0.04 - 0.08

0.06

Solodized Solonetseei 35

15

4.4 - 6.9

o.l - 0.3

0.2

5 - 36

13

2-11

5

0 . 1 - 0.7

0.2

0;2 - 1.4

0.5

0.02 - 0.08

0.05

7

1.4 - 9.0

4.4

Hon-Caloio Brown»i

22

Bed-Yellow Latosolst

Begosolet

Inoluded the unit 6
Inoluded the unit 55
Less data arallable, number of samples indicated

8
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TABU OP SUMMARIZED LABOBATOHT DATA ( C o n t ' d )

Some oharaetariBtiCB of typical profilee
a) 25 on surface;
b) 100 om sub-eoil, represented by average data

lumber
of
Samples

Solle

Struotural
Index

Clay*

5

a
b

2-32
11-33

16
15

27-52
21-71

41
48

8-25
9-20

14
15

•0.8-5.8
2.2-1.3

5

a
b

27-49
27-57

35
43

47-71
36-97

62
59

20-30
25-32

25
29

7

8

a
b

7-27
9-38

13
14

40-78
30-57

58
43

5-18
10-30

52

17

a
b

44-69
48-73

53
57

33-64
37-68

48
51

53"

11

a
b

28-55
28-62

40
45

39-72
47-99

a
b

9-39

23

a
b

12-27
28-51

5

a
b

27

11

a
b

37

21

1

!

QrumuBols:

Hon-Caloio Brownei

22
58 A
58 B

Bed-Tello« LatoBOIs:

7
12
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